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.{tsSTR.&CT

trVhile victim impact statement programs are not new, little has been done in terms of

evaluating these programs, The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program is no

exception. The aim of this exploratory study was to examine the characteristics of victim

who complete a victim impact statement. Using both a database of victim information

compiled by Manitoba Justice prosecutions division as well as a telephone survey with

victims, this study shows that sex, age, area of the province and domestic violence status

all influence a victim's decision to complete a victim impact statement. The study aiso

identifies areas for future research and points to areas where the criminal justice system

needs to target its approach and change its approach to ensure victims are able to get the

best possible benefits from The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program.
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Çhapten '8: Ar¡ t¡.¡troducfior¡

A neglected aspect of our criminal justice system has been the irnpact of crime

on victims. [n our adversarial court process, victims are often considered the forgonen

voice. Until recently, they have had no formally recognized role in the trial and no real

mechanism to voice their concems and feelings about how the crime committed

against them has had an impact on their lives. Under the adversarial system, victims

have no power over how a case is prosecuted and are rarely consulted on the decision

to dismiss, reduce, stay or plea negoti ate a charge. If they are recogni zed jnthe court

proceeding, it is often in the secondary role of Crown witness.

Over the past four decades, despite the reluctance ofparticipation by legal

professionals, the criminal justice system has begun to acknowledge the important role

victim input can play in a criminal case. One of the initiatives the criminal justice

system has introduced to acknowledge the value of victim input is the victim impact

statement program. Victim impact statement programs allow victims the opportunity

to participate in the court system by informing the court, in their own words, of the

physical, emotional and financial impact a crime has had on them. Manitoba

introduced its victim impact statement program in the fall of 199g. The pnmary

purpose of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program is to give anyone who is

the victim of a crime, an opportunity to tell the court how being a victim has affected

thern [sic] and those around them [sic] (Manitoba Justice, 199s:4).



We often see accounts of crime victims in media interviews. In these accounts.

victims after share how what has happened to them has effected them. This is

especially true when the victim is a survivor of homicide.

In February 2003, the body of 20 year old Trevor "TJ" Wiebe was found frozen

in a field near Ste. Agathe, Manitoba. An autopsy later revealed the young man had

died of exposure after having been stabbed and beaten unconscious. Three adult males

and a male young offender were charged with first degree murder. tn March 2005, the

first of the four accused stood trial and was found guilty of second degree murder by a

jury of his peers. on March 23'd,2005 at the sentencing hearing Floyd and Karen

Wiebe, the parents of TJ V/ieb e, read victim impact statements. "My heart physically

hurts so much I'm amazed it still beats" Karen Wiebe told the packed courtroom',

(winnipeg Free Press, March 24,2005 p. A9). "I shall not be able to dance at TJ,s

wedding" said the elder wiebe. Nor, he said, will he get the chance to spoil TJ's

grandchildren" (Winnipeg Free Press, March 24,2005 p.A9).

The accused was later sentenced to life in prison with no chance of parole for

at least 15 years. The young offender is currently on trail, at the time of writing and

the two other adult offenders are scheduled to stand trial in early 2006.

In the case of Trevor "TJ" v/iebe, the victim's family greatly benefited from

being able to share their feelings through a victim impact statement. Many other

victims have had equally positive experiences. Other than media accounts however

and the rare ofÊhand comments made to victim services workers or Crown attorneys,

there is no other source to tell us how victims feel about The Manitoba Victim Impact

Statement Program and whether or not they find it valuable.



Since the inception of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program and

victim impact statement programs in general, there has been little work done in terms

of evaluating their effectiveness. The original intent of this research project was to

examine victim satisfaction with the victim impact statement program and determine if

the program had an efÊect on a victim's overall level of satisfaction with the court

system. Due to a low number of potential respondents, the researcher was unable to

examine this research question. Instead, as the body of research surrounding victim

impact statements is so new, the researcher converted the proposed research project on

victim satisfaction with the justice system into an exploratory descriptive project on

victims who submit victim impact statements. The revised research question then

became: What are the characteristics of a victim who completes a victim impact

statement versus the characteristics of a victim who does not? The researcher looked

at the following characteristics of victims: age, sex, area of the province, and type of

crime.

Chapter 2 discusses how and why victim impact statement programs were

conceptualized. The chapter will outline how Canada came to introduce victim impact

statements into the Criminal Code (Canada) and will outline the history of The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program. It will also examine some studies that

have been used to evaluate victim impact statement programs in Canada and around

the world and will discuss why it is believed such programs are of benefit to victims.

Chapter 3 will outline the methodology for the entire research project. It will

outline the construction of the survey instrument used in this research, discuss

sampling
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method and data collection. It will also discuss in further detail the revised research

question as well as the data analysis plan.

Chapter 4 outlines the results of the research and Chapter 5 outlines the

recoÍlmendations of the researcher based on the findings as well as the overall

conclusions about the studv.
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Ghapter 2: victim lmpact $tatemer¡ts: A Foricy asnd {_itenature
Overview

Victim impact statements have been used by courts periodically since 19g6. It

was not until 1988 however until victim impact statements were legislatively permitted in

canadian courts' Even then, each province was able to decide whether or not they were

going to create a program that would allow victims to complete a victim impact

statements according to the guidelines set out in the criminal code (canada). It was not

until 1998 that Manitoba decided to create a victim impact statement program. This

chapter will outline The Manitoba victim Impact statement program. It will also outline

how and why victim impact statements came to be and will give guidance using the

methodology and findings of three research studies on victim impact statement programs

and a study of a victim offender mediation program on how to evaluate The Manitoba

victim Impact Statement Program. A program theory on The Manitoba victim Impact

Statement Program is also presented based on the findings and methodology of the

research projects examined.

Victim lmpact Statements: A Canadian History

Although victim impact statements have been used period icallyby the court

since 1986, prior to 1988, there was no legislative authority permitting the introduction

of a victim impact statement in court. In 19gg, Birt c-g9: An Act to Amend the

criminal code (Victims of crime) was introduced to permit victim impact statements

to be heard at the time of sentencing. Section 735 (L 1) was added to the criminøl

Code (Canada) and read as follows:

12



For the purpose of determining the sentence to be imposed on an offender or
whether the offender should be discharged pursuant to section 736 nrespect of
any ofÊence, the court may consider a statement, prepared in accordance with
subsection (1.2), of a victim of the offence describing the harm done to, or loss
suffered by, the victim arising from the commission of the oflence (emphasis
added).

Note the use of the word may in Section 735 (1.1). While judges were allowed to

consider a victim impact statement under this section, they were able to use their

discretion in deciding whether or not to consider victim impact in a sentencing

decision.

Additional subsections under Section 735 stated that the statement had to be

made in writing and in accordance with procedures established by the province in

which the court was located. The province of Manitoba chose not to develop

procedures for a victim impact statement program at this time.

In Septemb er of 1996, the Criminal Code (Canada) was amend ed again. Bíll

C-41 introduced section TL2,wlnchreplaced section 735 of the Criminal Code

(Canada). Section 722 is very similar to section 735. The major difference is a

wording change from may to shall in terms of the court considering any victim impact

statement that had been submitted. This change forced the court to consider all

admissible victim impact statements submitted. ln order to be considered admissible,

according to section 722 of the Críminal Code (Canada), avictim impact statement

must have the followins features:

1. The statement is to be prepared in writing.

2. The statement is to be in the form and in accordance with procedures established
by a program designated for that pulpose by the province.

13



The statement is to be authored by a person meeting the definition of a victim (s.
722(4)1) of the Criminal Code (Canada).

The statement is to describe the harm done to, or loss suffered by the victim
arising from the commission of the offence (not criticisms of the offender,
assertions as to the facts of the offence, or recommendations as to the severity of
the punishment).

The statement is to be filed with the court.

6. The clerk of the court is to provide a copy of the statement to the judge, the
prosecution and the defence (s.722.1 of the Criminal Code (Canada)).

According to the Criminal Code (Canada), eachprovince implements its own

victim impact statement program. Victim impact statement programs are administered

by the provinces according to the guidelines they set out for the program with orders in

council.

The most recent amendments to the Criminal Code (Canada) relating to victim

impact statements took place in December of 1999. With the passing of Bilt C-79, it

became mandatory that avictim be allowed to read his or her victim impact statement

aloud in court or present his or her statement in any other manner the court considered

appropriate. Bíll C-79 also required that the judge in a case ask the prosecutor if a

victim was advised of his or her right to fill out a victim impact statement and allowed

'According to Section 722(4) of the Criminal Code (Canada) avictim in relation
to an offence means a person to whom harm was done or who suffered physical or
emotional loss as a result of the commission of the offence. [n a case where the person to
whom harm was done or who suffered physical or emotional loss is dead or otherwise
incapable of making a statement, victim may mean a spouse or any relative of that person,
anyone who is in custody of that person or is responsible for the care or support of that
person or any dependant of that person. Case law (R. v. Curtis) further limits this
definition to refer to the direct victim of a crime.

J.

A

5.
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that judge the option to adjourn the court proceeding in order to give the victim the

opporfunity to fill out a victim impact statement. The most recent version of Section

122 of the críminal code (canada) is outrined in Appendix A.

Manitoba's Victim Impact Staternent Frogram

According to the Criminal Code (Canada), each province is in charge of creating

and implementing a victim impact statement program according to the guidelines set

out under section 722. Allprovinces and terdtories in Canada, with the possible

exception of Nunavut, have an official victim impact statement program. It appears all

provinces have similarly structured programs. The main difference in each program is

where a victim submits a completed victim impact statement. Manitoba introduced its

victim impact statement program in 199g.

ln accordance with Section 722 Q) [of the Crimínal Code (Canada)] an order

in council provides Manitoba Justice the authority to establish the form and procedures

respecting a statement referred to in sectionT22(I) of the Crimínal Code (Canada)

(Manitoba Justice, 1998: 6). with the signing of the order in council by the Lieutenant

Govemor of the province of Manitoba in october of 1998, the Manitoba Victim

rmpact statement Program began. rn a news release made on septem ber 2r,r99g,

then Justice Minister Vic Toews heralded the program as being another avenue for a

victim to use to ensure their [sic] voice is heard as part of the criminal justice system,s

efforts to hold offenders accountable. This program...providefs] for a more responsive

legai system. This government is reading the fight against crime, and that

15



includes...ensuring fvictims] feelings are made known to the courts (Manitoba

Government News Release, September 2I,1998).

Based on the criteria outlined in section 722 of fhe Crimínal Code (Canada\

that victim impact statements are to describe the harm done to, or loss suffered by, the

victim as a result of a criminal offence, the primary objective of the Manitoba Victim

Impact Statement Program, as outlined in the Victim Impact Statement Program

Policies and Procedures Manual is to give direct crime victims an opporfunity to tell

the court how being a victim has affected them andlor their relationships with others.

Victims are first advised of their right to submit a victim impact statement via

an incident card handed to them by the police. Everyone who is a victim of a crime in

the province of Manitoba is supposed to be handed a police incident card with a crime

report number on it. On the back of this card is a sentence advising them of their right

to complete a victim impact statement. Victims can obtain information about the

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program through afact sheet (see Appendix B)

provided to them by the police, a Prosecutions Crime Victim Rights Unit (where

applicable), Victim Services Unit (where applicable) or other agency responsible for

specific target groups (e.g., Women's Advocacy Program, Child Victim Support

Program or Older Victim Services). Contact with the victim is to occur as soon as

possible after a charge has been made.

Once a victim has been informed of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement

Program, it is his or her responsibility to obtain a victim impact statement form

(Appendix C). As victim impact statements do not come into play until after a charge

is iaid (which may be well after the crime occurred) and since The Manitoba Victim

16



lmpact Statement is an optional program, victims are generally not offered a victim

impact statement form unless they ask for one. Victims can obtain victim impact

statement forms from most communitypolice offices, Crown attomeys offices,

Prosecutions Crime Victim Rights Units and specified victim services offices. In

Winnipeg, victims can also obtain a copy of the victim impact statement form from the

Victim/Witness Assistance office or a Crime Victims Rights Worker. ln most rural

areas serviced by the R.C.M.P., the investigating officer, during the initial

investigation of the crime will provide the victim impact statement form to the victim.

However, the victim impact statement forms will also be available in each R.C.M.p.

detachment.

Any individual who has been the victim of a crime in Manitoba has the right to

complete a victim impact statement form. Special efforts are made to provide victims

who do not live in Manitoba with copies of the victim impact statement fact sheet and

form as soon as the incident is reported or immediately upon opening an investigation

into the case.

Currently the procedure the victim follows after he or she has completed a

Victim Impact Statement is to forward it to the nearest Crown office. Once the

statement is submitted, Crown attomeys read each statement and, if necessary, edit the

content to ensure that it complies with Victim Impact Statement Program guidelines.

Disclosure of the edited victim impact statement to the defence occurs as soon as

possible after it has been reviewed. The original edited statement is held on the Crown

file with two copies until there is a finding of guilt.

Upon a finding of guilt, the Crown attorney's office provides the original and

17



one of the copies of the statement to the Clerk of the Court who provides a copy of the

statement to the Judge prior to sentencing and places the original statement on the

court file.

During the sentencing phase of a trial, a judge must weigh a number of

sentencing principles when making a sentencing decision. These sentencing principles

can be found in section 718 of the Críminal Code (Carrada). Among these principles

is the requirement that a judge take into consideration arìy victim impact statement

made by the victim or victims. The problem with these sentencing principles is that

the Criminal Code (Canada) does not speci$r how much weight a judge should place

on each of the individual principles when determining a sentence for a particular

offender. As this is the case, it becomes difficult if not impossible to measure the

influence a victim impact statement has on a sentencing decision.

Because of a recent process change in how the Manitoba Victim Impact

Statement Program is administered, it also becomes difficult to study a victim impact

statement program that is in transition. To better serve the needs of victims, the

province has hired Crime Victims Rights Workers to assist victims in completing

victim impact statement forms and to take a more proactive approach in informing

victims about the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program. Manitoba's Victíms'

Bill of Ríghls which was proclaimed in August of 2001 also modifies the Manitoba

Victim Impact Statement Program bymaking it mandatory that victims of certain

offences are given copies of all victim impact statement material, without having to

request it. These offences include: murder; manslaughte4 aggravated sexual assault;

sexual assault with a weapon; infanticide, criminal negligence causing death; impaired

18



operation of a vehicle cause death; dangerous operation of a vehicle cause death;

aggtavated assault; assaulting a peace officer or public officer; discharging a firearm

with intent; and, attempted murder. For these reasons, studying the current processes

and outcomes is unfair to the program at this time. Such a study would be rrore

appropriate after the program has gone through its growing pains stage.

There is one process and outcome that will remain constant despite the

program's transitional status. Recall that the primary objective of the Manitoba Victim

Impact Statement Program is to give anyone who has been a victim of a crime the

opportunity to present his or her views to the court. Implied in this objective is the

goal of the program to ensure that victims are aware of and are satisfied with their

opportunity to participate in the court system by presenting their views to the court. In

other words, the program objective can still be evaluated by lookin g at avictim's

satisfaction level with the court system given their opportunity to participate in that

system. As such, this evaluation will examine the program's objective by looking at

victim satisfaction and possible factors that influence a victim's decision to complete a

victim impact statement.

l-iterature Review

Victim initiatives and the acknowledgment of victim needs in legislation are a recent

innovation in criminological research. The 1960s marked the first time the state really

began to look at and acknowledge how crime affected the victim. During the late

1960s, increasing concerns about crime rates and frustration with law enforcement

efforts to reduce crime began to emerge within the public sphere. In response to these

19



coûcerns, the state began to examine the problem of crime and its consequences.

Through victimization surveys, it was found that as high as reported crime was, the

actual crime rate was much higher. Many people were failing to report crimes to the

police' Also, it was discovered that when victims did report crimes and arrests were

made, some victims and other witnesses were hesitant or refused to cooperate in

prosecuting the case because of the treatrnent they were af[orded by the criminal

justice system (Davis and Henley, 1990: 15g). However, even with these problems

clearly identified, it took nearly a decade of public pressure for the state to besin

offering solutions.

In the early 1970s, attention to crime victims was virfually nonexistent. To

combat this, public awareness campaigns were initiated by feminists, whose primary

interest was to bring attention to the horrid treatment to which rape victims were

subjected at the hands of the criminar justice system (Kelry, 1990: r73). private

citizens, tlpically those involved with grass-roots victim services progr¿ìms who had

themselves been crime victims in the past, also became instrumental in initiating

public awareness campaigns (Davis and Henley, 1990: 159). These groups rallied to

change popular and government attitudes regarding the issue of victimization.

The institutional responses of the day were often punitive to victims. Victims

were sometimes blamed for their victimization, especially in cases involving sexual

assault or domestic violence. Sometimes police refused to believe that acrime had

even taken place. If the case did reach the court system, victims were often forced to

incur the cost of child care and parking expenses in addition to their loss of wages

from work just so they could attend the trial. Further, they were forced to wait in the

20



same waiting areas as the defendant's friends and family and were often

inconvenienced by numerous adjournments. In essence, victims were re-victimized,

through their involvement in the criminal justice system.

ln order to combat this treatment, lobby groups systematically set out to change

how the general public viewed victimization. They used the media to publicize

accounts of victimization in an effort to elicit sympathy for crime victims and to evoke

public outrage surrounding the institutional response these victims often faced (Kelly

1990:173). The purpose of raising public concern was to generate a response from

politicians, who had both the mearis and the resources to do something about the

situation. once public support was secured, lobby groups were able to pressure

politicians to take up the issue and demand expanded services and more sensitive

treatment for victims. As a result of the lobbying efforts, state agencies began to

provide funding for research and programming for crime victims.

Soon the state began to fund a variety of services to victims. úritially the

victim service program efforts concentrated on economic and psychological

difficulties arising from the crime. Activities on behalf of victims resulted in

legislation which mandated rights of compensation from the state, restitution from the

offender [and] support and counselling services (Erez and Sebba, 1999:177).

Victim/witness programs were established to provide court orientation and support;

law-enforcement based crisis intervention programs were created to provide support

immediately following a crime; special victim-only waiting rooms were built; and

victim compensation programs began to emerge as a way for victims to recuperate

some of the losses thev incurred.
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As the process continued, concern for victims' rights expanded into areas

beyond its initial focus and has centred more recently on victims' reintegration into the

criminal justice process (Erez,1991 2). This shift in focus has resulted in a

movement toward the integration of victim participation rights into the criminal justice

process and a shift toward increased victim rights in general. Although the attitudinal

chærges produced as a result of lobbying were welcome, crime victims want more than

sensitive treatment. They want the right to participate in the criminal justice system

(Kelly, 1990: I73). The demands for increased victim participation are supported by

research on victims' concerns and attitudes toward the criminal justice process. The

most prominent concern emphasized in these studies was victims' frustration with. and

alienation from the system (Erez and Tontodonato 1990; Knudten et al.1976).

Victims' grievances stemmed more from the procedures of the criminal justice

process, particularly the lack of involvement in the decision making process, than with

the supposed injustice of outcome (Erez and Tontodonato, 1990: 452). Erez(1991)

indicates that one of the most important grievances cited by victims is their lack of

standing and voice in the proceeding. Advocates of the victims' rights movement

argue that the victim deserves just as much of a right to participate in the criminal

justice system as the offender does.

victims, no less than defendants, are entitled to their day in court. victims, no
less than defendants, are entitled to have their views considered. A judge
cannot evaluate the seriousness of a defendant's conduct without knowing how
the crime has burdened the victim. A judge cannot reach an informed
determination of the danger posed by a defendant without hearing from the
person he has victimized (President's Task Force on Victims of Crime as cited
in Wallace, 1998: 324-325).

Advocates argue that victim input will provide recognition of a victim's wish for parry
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status and individual dignity. It will also remind judges, juries and prosecutors that

behind the state is a real person with and interest in how the case is resolved (Kellv

1987 as cited in Erez and Sebba 1999: l7g).

The main stumbling block facing victims in achieving full participation in the

court process has been that the court system is constructed around an adversarial

model ofjustice. This model is based on the premise that crime is committed against

the state and not against an individual victim. "The state is not just the arbiter in a trial

between victim and offender; the state is the victim" (Walklate 2002:149). As a

result, attempts to provide victims with rights in the criminal justice process have met

with resistance from the legal community. Critics of the adversarial model ofjustice

argue that a criminal justice system which denies victims a chance to participate,

fosters a sense of helplessness and lack of control. The adversarial model ofjustice

relegates the victim to the role of observer, or at best the limited role of Crown

witlress. The plight of the victim is further compounded by the fact that most cases are

resolved via plea bargain or guilty plea. When this occurs, the victim is not even given

his or her day in court as a witness. Essentially, in an adversarial process, when guilty

pleas and plea bargains occur, the victim is given no means of participating in the

justice process at all andhis or her voice is never heard.

Some of the more recent legislative reforms have acknowledged victims,

frustration with the lack of opporfunity for victim participation in the criminal justice

process. One such reform is the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program. Victim

impact statement programs are aimed at reducing a victim's frustration with and
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alienation from a legal system in which he or she has neither a status nor a voice in the

process. Victim impact statements were designed to provide victims with the right to

provide input into the proceeding. This right to input was expected to reduce victim

alienation and increase victim satisfaction (Erez200ù 165). Victim impact statement

programs allow victims the right to participate and serve as a recognition of a victim,s

wish for direct participation. This allows not only victims whose cases have

proceeded to trial the opporfunity to participate in the process but also allows those

victims whose cases have been disposed of by guilty pleas the opportunity to

participate.

Sentencing is one of the most important stages to crime victims because it

provides an end to their long ordeal (Kelly, 1990: 178). At the time of sentencing, the

function of the court is to determine an appropriate sentence for an of[ender who is

found gullty. Victim impact statements are used to help the court fully understand the

effects the crime had on the victim. A victim impact statement presents the victim's

point of view to the judge during the sentencing phase of a trial. The gravity of an

offence is one of the factors considered by the court when making a decision regarding

the appropriateness of a particular sentence. Victim impact statements can assist in

determining the gravity of an offence, as they provide information on the financial.

physical and emotional impact a particular crime had on a victim.

A judge, when determining a sentence, considers what are called mitigating

and aggravating factors. A mitigating factor is a factor thatmay result in a less severe

sentence being meted out by a judge. If, for example, a victim did not report any

effects in his or her victim impact statement, then a judge may interpret this as a
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mitigating factor. An aggravating factor is a factor that may result in a more severe

sentence being meted out by a judge. An example of an aggravating factor might be a

negative consequence that a victim reports in his or her victim impact statement, such

as the long term consequences of a physical injury. Victim impact statements may

also speak to characteristics of a given victim which could be considered aggravating

factors. Such characteristics may include if the victim was disabled, a child or elderly.

Advocates of victim impact statements argue that crime affects each victim in an

individual way. No two victims of the same crime will experience the exact same

emotional, physical, or financial impact. Therefore, it is important that judges have

access to all pertinent information prior to sentencing so that they can balance

society's needs, the defendant's needs and the victim's needs. Proponents of victim

impact statement programs argue that information on victim harm will enhance

proportionality and accuracy in sentencing and increase fairness for victims by

providing them the right to be heard by the court (Erez and Sebba, 1999: I79).

When victim impact statements are used in court, they allow the victim's voice

to be heard and make the victim feel like he or she is part of the process. "Victim

impact statements increase victims' willingness to co-operate with the criminal justice

system; enhance victims' feeling of involvement and thereby improve victim

satisfaction" (Walklate 2002: 151). Victim impact statements give the individual

agency in the court process. Victim participation in the trial process can improve the

victim's perception of the legitimacy of the process. Advocates of victims' rights have

argued that the introduction of victim impact statements would make the criminal

justice system more accountable to crime victims (Department of Justice Cw;ø;da,
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1990:l). "Studies of citizens who had contact with the police and courts confirm that

input into the proceedings is associated with higher evaluation ofjustice and that

representation or process control over has an effect above and beyond satisfaction with

outcome" (Erez, Roeger and Morgen 1997:41). Research has found that being heard,

by directly speaking to the court, enhances the victim's respect for the justice system

(Kelly, 1990:175).

Victim impact statements, in some cases, allow the victim to regain a sense of

control over his or her life and mav also alleviate some of the frustration which can

arise when the victim perceives that he or she is ignored and uninvolved in the process

(Kilpatrick as cited in Wallace, 1998: 326).Increased victim involvement would

reduce the sense of eshangement and powerlessness often felt by victims as a result of

perceived procedural insensitivity to their needs and concerns (Department of Justice

Canada,1990: 1). Erez (1999) tells us that properly administered victim impact

statement schemes may be an effective way of helping victims overcome their sense of

powerlessness and their feelings of an uncaring system. Victim involvement and the

opportunity to voice concerns is necessary for satisfaction with justice, psychological

healing and restoration (F;re2,1991: 3).

Many authors claim that victim satisfaction increases if a victim perceives that

he or she has influenced the criminal justice process regardless if they have or not

(Department of Justice Canada, 1990: 19, Kelly, 1990: 175). This further indicates the

importance of exercising agency in the court process. A sense of participation can be

more critical to victims' satisfaction with the criminal iustice svstem than how
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severely the defendant was punished. Erez (1999) claims that research into adversarial

legal systems suggests that even when victims thought their input was ignored or did

not affect the outcome of their case, they still wished to participate in the process and

provide input. However, in this particular work she makes no mention as to how a

victim's level of satisfaction is affected by this.

There also exists a body of literature that argues that victim impact statement

programs may in fact be harmful to victims. While filing and submitting a victim

impact statement has been associated with increased victim satisfaction (Erez 1991,

Kelly 1990, Department of Justice Canada 1990), some authors have argued that

participatory rights may create expectations that are not or cannot be met (Fattah 1986,

Ashworth 2000 as cited in Walklate 2002:152). Victims who feel that their input has

been ignored, may become embittered or resentful (8re2,2000: 168). There are those

who argue that filing a victim impact statement may heighten victims' expectations of

the influence they have over the outcome and when they feel that their input has had

no effect on sentence, their satisfaction with the sentence is decreased (Erez and

Tontodonato forthcoming as cited in Erez,799I: 6). This opinion raises an interesting

point in terms of victim satisfaction with the criminal justice process in light of the

large body of literature that has been examined legal professionals' opinions on the use

of victim impact statements.

Erez (2000) insists that the most controversial and resisted victim oriented

reform has been victim impact statement programs. They are, she says, the

culmination of a long campaign to improve the treatrnent of crime victims by the

criminal justice system. Erez's research shows that despite good intentions, the
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program has been a failure. The experience of the past decade with victim input rights

has shown that despite claims by victim advocates concerning the reform's potential to

improve the system, as well as warnings by legal scholars and practitioners about the

dangers of including a victim's voice in an adversarial justice system, the reform has

had little effect on the criminal justice system and on victims' satisfaction with it

(8re2,2000: 166). "[Some] research suggest that there was little difÊerence in levels of

satisfaction experienced by victims, whether or not [a victim impact statement] was

used in court" (Walklate 2002: l5l).

Erez and Sebba (1999) put forth three major tensions that have arisen as a

result of victim input rights that have not been resolved in ways thaf are conducive to

the victim.

1) Freservatíon of Traditional Conception of .ddversarial .Iustice vs. Granting the

Victirn Farticipatory Rights. There has been great resistance from principal actors

who feel that attempts to integrate victims formalizes a relationship that is felt to

already exist in the limited relationship principal actors have with victims who are

Crown witnesses or ought not exist, by giving victims more control over the court

process, by giving them more of a voice.

2)Accommodating Victim Rights vs. trdeotrogy of Managerial Justice. The court is

concerned with productivity and puts a high premium on speed and efficiency.

Involving victims in the process decreased productivity and cost effectiveness.

3) FrovÍdíng Victims a Voice vs. Sentence [lniformity. victim input would
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substitute the objective legal assessment of harms envisaged by the just deserts2 model

with subjective evaluations of seriousness by victims (Erez and Laster 1999). ln other

words, if greater victim input occurred, it is felt that there would be greater disparity

between the sentences meted out, given how crime affects individual victims

differently.

Not surprisingly, in light of the tensions presented above, in depth interviews

with legal professionals reveal that overall reform has had little impact on court

outcome and overall processes (Erez and Rogers 1999). However, at first glance,

reform, it appears, has had some effect on sentencing decisions. The majority of those

surveyed favoured considering victim impact statements in sentencing decisions and

few believedthat victim impact statements created or worsened managerial problems

with the criminal justice process (Hillenbrand and Smith 1989 as cited in Erez,2000

170). Most judges and prosecutors thought that victim impact statements improved

the quality ofjustice by influencing restitution awards or by having some impact on

sentencing (Henley et al. 1994 as cited inBrez,2000: 171). Yet despite their

expressed sympathy for victims, these studies mostly paid tip service to victim input

(F;re2,2000: I7l).

The interviews also revealed strategies which legal professionals used to

minimize victim input and the techniques of neutralization they invoke to discard

victim impact statements and resist a meaningful implementation of the mandate to

'The just deserts model uses a form of retributism to limit excessive punishment.
In other words, a punishment in an individual case should never exceed the level that is
appropriate for the crime committed.
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consider them (Erez 2000: 170). If observed or made known to the victims, this could

have a disastrous affect on their sense of satisfaction with the criminal justice process.

Further, research shows that victim impact statements have not changed routine

dispositions in the majority of criminal court cases. In fact, during interviews, concern

arose around the issue of victim exaggeration of monetary loss, injury, or

psychological harm and from the prospect of victim input being able to provide

information which was not already available from the court file (Erez and Laster

1999). Interviews with legal professionals have shown that victim input through

victim impact statements has not transformed victims into participants.

There has been relatively little research that has evaluated victim impact

statement programs and examined how the ability to complete and submit a victim

impact statement through these programs has affected a victim's level of satisfaction

with the criminal justice process. The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program is

no exception. This should not be surprising, as relatively few victim services programs

are ever subjected to program evaluation studies, especially in terms of victim

satisfaction with the program. The exception to this appears to be victim offender

mediation programs which have had numerous evaluation studies conducted on them

and which routinelymeasure victim satisfaction (IJmbreit and Coates 1992, Umbreit

1990).

Like other victim services programs, victim offender mediation programs

emerged in the 1970s. Mediation is an aiternative to the traditional court system in
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which victims and offenders meet and attempt to generate a mutually acceptable

agreement. As with victim impact statement programs, victim offender mediation

programs allow the victim an opporfunity to participate in the proceeding and have his

or her voice heard. However, victim offender mediation programs differ from victim

impact statement programs in that they take place outside the criminal justice system,

force the offender to take responsibility for what has been done and to take action to

make things right. While dissimilar in some fundamental ways to victim impact

statement progr¿ìms, it is of some benefit to examine how victim offender programs

measure victim satisfaction.

Satisfaction was measured in mediation evaluations by asking victims whether

they were satisfied with their experience, by asking victims whether they would

participate in the program again or recommend it to other victims of crime and by

asking victims what they found most satisfuing about the process. Mediation

programs have been able to reliably and validly measure victim satisfaction on these

measures. Research has found that victim offender mediation results in high levels of

client satisfaction and that the process of victim offender mediation has a more

significant positive effect on crime victims when examining comparison groups of

victims who went through the traditional court system (Umbreit and Coates 1992).

Only three studies have attempted to evaluate victim impact statement

programs' effects on victim satisfaction with the criminal justice process. They are an

evaluation study conducted by the Departrnent of Justice Canadain 1990 which

examined five different models of victim impact statement programs in five different

provinces, one by Robert C. Davis and Barbara E. Smith in1994 and one by Edna
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Erez, Leigþ Roeger and Frank Morgan in 1997 .

The aim of the Departrnent of Justice Canada pilot project was to find the best

model to introduce victim impact statements into the criminal justice system and the

model that would achieve the greatest amount of victim satisfaction with the criminal

justice process. A number of factors were taken into consideration in order to examine

the effectiveness of the program model in terms of preparing and presenting victim

impact statements to court, and in order to examine the effects ofparticipation in a

victim impact statement program on victims'satisfaction with the criminal justice

process. lnterviews with victims captured information on their reasons for

participating or not participating in the program, the extent to which they derived some

benefit from the program, the degree of contact with various members of the justice

system, the knowledge of charges laid, knowledge of case progress, attitudes towards

various justice system members, satisfaction and dissatisfaction with process and the

knowledge and degree of satisfaction of sentence or outcome of case. Of note, this

evaluation was completed prior to victim impact statements being included in the

Criminal Code (Canada). This means there was no authoritypermitting introducing of

victim impact statements in court. Also of note, in each of the Canadian pilot cities,

the procedures and practices of the programs were not static. As pilot programs, each

of the programs evolved over time and the procedures and practices changed during

the course ofthe pilot phase and as a result, the research adapted to these changes.

The findings of the study of the four programs found that victim impact statement

completion rates were higher when the victims were interviewed by dedicated workers

who put the victim's thoughts into written form as opposed to the victim completing
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hislher own victim impact statement. In Winrripeg, the interview method was used.

The study also noted that except for sexual assault, there was no relation between

offence t}pe and victim impact statement completion rates. Also, at the time, victim

impact statements were only being accepted for certain, not all, offences. In the case

of winnipeg, these offences werer assault causing bodily harm; assault with a

weapon; assault; sexual assault and robbery. Other jurisdictions included theft, break

and enter, homicides, etc. It appears the only incident types common among all four

pilot cities were: sexual assault, assault and robbery. Findings also indicated age had

an effect on completion of a victim impact statement. In the Winnipeg project, 3I% of

18-20 year olds completed victim impact statements andTI% of victims aged 50+

completed victim impact statements.

According to the findings, all projects had problems in contacting a sizeable

proportion of victims. In winnipeg, N:127 out of a possible population of 374. The

majority of non-compliance was due to an inability to contact respondents for an

interview. Using the results from all four pilot programs, researchers found the

reasons for completing victim impact statements fell under three categories l. Victims

wanted to ensure justice was done/wanted to influence the sentence (14-42%). Z.

Victims had an altruistic reason for completingavictim impact statement (e.g., they

felt it was their civic duty) (17-47%). 3. Victims felt their statement would have a

deterrent effect (e.g., letting the offender know their act was not victimless) (20-35%).

The studies all found a high level of satisfaction with the victim impact statement

program, 86-95% of victims who participated in the program would do so again.

However, victims who completed a victim impact statement were only slightly more
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satisfied with the criminal justice system, their involvement with the criminal justice

system and the outcome of the case.

Overall conclusions to the study included the finding that victims do not use

victim impact statements as a retributive tool. Findings also indicated compieting a

victim impact statement does not lead to greater satisfaction with the system or an

increased willingness to cooperate with the system in the future. The most important

finding was that victims found completing a victim impact statement a positive

experience and would complete a victim impact statement again. Victims want to be

informed on the progress of their case and want information on how the system

operates. This finding prompted a recornmendation that victims be informed of

services that would allow them to complete a victim impact statement, as the program

appeared to help them to become satisfactorily involved in the process.

The second study (Davis and Smith 1994) evaluated a victim impact statement

program in New York and examined victims' perceptions of involvement and

satisfaction with the justice system. Using randomly assigned comparison groups,

Davis and Smith interviewed victims and examined victims' opinions on issues such

as whether they felt they had a chance to express concerns to the prosecutor, whether

the prosecutor understood how the crime affected them as a result of their victim

impact statements, whether they were treated respectfully by criminal justice

personnel, whether they knew the disposition of their case and whether they were

satisfied with the outcome and the handiing of their case. Similar to the findings of the

Department of Justice Canada study, Davis and Smith found there were no

significantly greater feelings of involvement in the criminal justice system experienced
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by the group of victims who had victim impact statements completed in their cases and

that there was no greater feeling of victim satisfaction expressed by victims who had

victim impact statements completed in their case. In fact, those who had victim

impact statements completed and presented to the court, in the Davis and Smith studv.

reported the least positive responses. Based on their findings, Davis and Smith

recommended victim allocution as a mechanism of promoting victim satisfaction. By

allocution, they meant "allowing victims to make oral statements to the court at

sentencing" (Davis and Smith, Ig94: 11), a process already availabie to victims thanks

to section 722(2.1) of the Criminal Code (Cartada). Davis and Smith also recommend

research to determine the proportion of victims who want to participate in the criminal

justice system and ask what that participation might look like. Davis and Smith argue

'1lntil we understand what victims want, we cannot debate their proper role in the

justice process intelligentiy''(Davis and Smith, 1994: L2).

The third study (Erez, Roeger and Morgen r9g7) presents findings from a

survey of felony crime victims in South Australia which examined whether or not

victim impact statements have an efÊect on victim satisfaction with the justice system.

The study examined all cases finalizedin Supreme and District Court in South

Australia, between January 1, 1990 and July 3r,7992, where an offender was

convicted. A total of 847 victims were selected, 427 of which completed and retumed

a mail-out survey. The questionnaire comprised five broad sections including:

demographic data; details of the offence; a measure of involvement; an evaluation of

the victim impact statement and its adminishation and finallv satisfaction with

sentence.
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Erez, Roeger and Morgan found that victims who completed a victim impact

statement reported a slightly higher overall ievel of satisfaction with the criminal

justice system than victims who did not complete a victim impact statement.

However, these results were not found to be statistically significant. Rather, the

variables they did find to have astatistically significant effect on satisfaction with the

criminal justice system included the fype of offence þersonal v. property) and levei of

distress for victims who were not aware of the outcome of their court case and

satisfaction with sentence for victims who were aware of the outcome of therr court

case. No other variables had a statistically significant effect on satisfaction with the

criminal justice system.

The methodology, recommendations and conclusions of the three studies

mentioned above greatly influenced the researcher's methodology as well the survey

construction. lnformed by the studies by the Department of Justice Canadavictim

impact statement pilot project, the victim impact study conducted by Davis and Smith

in 1994 and the study conducted by Erez, Roeger and Morgen in 1997 , the writer

constructed the program theory present below.

Frogram Theory

Despite the findings of previous studies that victim impact statements do not

increase overall satisfaction with the court system, the researcher reasoned The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program was different enough from the programs

outlined in the studies above that she theorized participation in the criminal justice
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system through The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program would increase a

victim's level of overall satisfaction with the criminal justice system.

As evidenced by the literature, a number of authors support the notion that

increased victim participation in the criminal justice process will result in increased

overall level of satisfaction with the criminal justice system (Erez 1999, Wallace 199g,

Kelly andBrez 1997,Erez l99r andDepartment of Justice canada 1990). The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program provides victims the opportunity to have

their voices heard in the court system by submifting a written victim impact statement

and , if they so choose, by reading that victim impact statement aloud in court, an

action that is considered a form of participation in the criminal justice process.

According to the program theory this opportunity to participate results in an increased

level of overall satisfaction with the court system.

In order to succeed in its overall goal of victim satisfaction with the court

system, The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program must ensure that victims are

informed of what a victim impact statement is, their right to complete one and how

they may submit one if they choose to do so. In other words, victims must have a¡r

awareness of the existence of the program.

According to the program theory if a victim completes and submits a victim

impact statement, an action equivalent to participation in the criminal justice system in

the victim's mind, the assumption is that his or her statement will be considered by the

judge. Continuing to follow the program theory this in turn causes a victim,s level of

overall satisfaction with the court system to increase. The program theory for the

evaluation is outlined schematically in Appendix D.
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Based on the program theory, the researcher created a survey instrument aimed

at measuring a victim's level of satisfaction with The Manitoba Victim lmpact

Statement Program as well as a victim's overall level of satisfaction with the criminal

justice system.
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thapter 3: tulethods

The aim of this project was to evaluate The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement

Program by examining victim satisfaction with the progïam and determining if this

had an effect on victim's overall level of satisfaction with the court system. A survey

insfrument was constructed, a comparison group was found and the process of data

collection was initiated. Because The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program is a

goveffiment program, the researcher required special permission from the govemment

and under The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIppA) in order

to be able to conduct the project. This caused an eight month delay in data collection.

Contact information for the confuol and experimental groups also became an issue

when it was discovered the contact information for 7lo/o of the potential respondents

was incomplete, incorrect or out of date.

Suruey Construction

Con ce ptu al ization of Variables

The researcher conceptualizedmany of the variables primarily based on previous

research studies. First, the researcher reasoned that in order to participate in The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program victims had to be aware of the program.

Participation in the program involved not only becoming aware of the program, receiving

information about the program and completingavictim impact statement form, but

actually submitting the completed victim impact statement form to the Crown's office.

Depending on their personal views or previous involvement with the criminal

justice system, the researcher theorized that simply submiuing the completed victim
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impact statement form to the Crown's office would not convince all victims that the

judge was made aware of the contents of their statement. Asking victims if they felt the

judge was made a\¡r'are of their views would clarifu this.

Overall level of satisfaction with the court system is something mentioned in

every research study and is a concept that encompasses how the victim felt about herlhis

entire experience in the criminal justice system, including how s/he was treated by police

and persormel in the criminal justice system (including attomeys, judges, victim services

workers etc.). It also takes into consideration how the victim felt about the process from

the time the accused was caught until the end of the trial, up to and including sentencing,

if applicable.

How the victim was treated by criminal justice personnel means how the victim's

concems were addressed by various members of the criminal justice system. This

encompasses whether or not the victim felt the person was knowledgeable, if this person

was able to answer questions and if he/she was not, if s/he was able to refer the victim or,

in other words, find someone who could. Treatment by criminal justice personnel also

encompassed whether or not the victim felt he/she was understood and resoected bv

personnel.

Other factors the research indicated may affect a victim's satisfaction were the

victim's knowledge of the disposition, in other words, what happened to the offender.

'Was slhe found guilty? Not guilty? Not criminally responsible? Did the offender plead

g\tilty? Was s/he found guilty? Was the case stayed?

Degree of contact with criminai justice personnel was also thought to potentially

influence a victim's satisfaction. This means how much contact did the victim have with
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the criminal justice system. Was helshe simply interviewed by police? Did s/he speak to

the Crown? Victim services workers? If the victim did have contact, how often?

Other factors thought to have some influence on satisfaction were sex, ethnic

background, level of education, employ'rnent status, marital status, relationship of the

victim to the ofÊender, whether the victim knew the offender before the crime and how,

and, the victim's previous involvement with the criminal justice system, whether the

victim had been a victim of a crime before and if so, how manv times.

O perati o n al ization of Con ce pts

The transition from concepts to variables for this evaluation was

straightforward. However, several antecedent (or exogenous variables), as highlighted

in the literature (Department of Justice Canada 1990 and Davis and Smith 1994), were

expected to have some effect on the dependent variable. As such, these were taken

into consideration when devising a survey instrument for this evaluation.

The concepts central to the research were operationalizedby creating corresponding

questions in the survey instrument (Appendix E). The operationalizatíonof the concepts

found in the program theory took place as follows: The concept of Victim Awareness in

the program theory was operationalized as knowledge of the existence of the Manitoba

Victim Impact Statement Program (Q23). The concept of program participation was

measured bythe variable Victim Impact Statement Submitted to the Crown (e234

and Q2341). Only victims who recall their submission of a victim impact statement to

the Crown's office will be deemed to have participated in the program. According to the

literature, in certain cases the victim will not recall completing a victim impact statement

(Kelly 1990, Davis and Smith 1994). If this is the case, a victim cannot be deemed to
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have participated in the program, as they will not have experienced the hypothesized

benefits of participation. The researcher found no such cases in the sample.

Additionally, only those who have had charges laid in their case will be deemed to have

participated in the program. If the overall goal of the program is victim satisfaction with

the court system, only those who have had charges laid in their case will have had any

experience with the court system. For reasons explained later in the chapter, the

researcher ended up using data collected byprosecutions. As prosecutions only accepts

VIS where a charge has been laid, this was not a concem.

According to the program theory, there is an underlying assumption by the

victim that once he or she has completed a victim impact statement, the judge will

consider it during the sentencing phase of a trial. Since the victim impactstatement

allows the victim to have a voice in sentencing, the program theory posits that victim

satisfaction with the court system will result. This assumption was measured by

asking victims if theythought their views were made known to the judge (Views made

Known to Judge) (Q18 and e20)).

Finally, victim satisfaction was measured by looking at the variable Overall

tr evel of Satisfaction with the Court System (Q9 and Qz2),the dependent variable

under investigation in this evaluation. Victim satisfaction was defined as the victim,s

opinion on how satisfied overall he or she felt with the court system. This concept of

victim satisfaction was operationalized as victims' feelings regarding their willingness

to engage the criminal justice system in the future (Q14), asking the victim if he or she

felt that justice was done (e2l), and by asking victims who participated in the
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Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program whether they would be willing to

recoÍlmend the program to others (Q28).

The variable victirn Impact staternents submitted to crown (e23A and

Q2341) is the major independent variable. The key endogamous variables that were

considered were derived from the concept Treatment of Victim by Criminal Justice

Fersonnel (Q11 series) (Davis and Smith 1994). This was defined as the victim's

opinion on how knowledgeable criminal justice personnel were; and, how well victims

felt criminal justice personnel were able to address their questions and./or make an

appropriate referral. This concept was measured by the variables K¡rowledgeabte

Staff (Q1 1-3), Effectiveness in Addressing Questions(Q11_a) and Eff'ectiveness in

Making Approprüate R.eferrals (QlIJa). Criminal.trustÍce Fersonnel was defined

as any employee of the criminal justice system. This included, but was not limited to,

police officers, victim services workers, any employees or volunteers in the provincial

Department of Justice as well as any members of the Manitoba Bar Association.

Other endogamous variables examined include l(nowledge of Disposition (Q6

and Q6A) which was defined as the victim knowing if the charge was stayed, if the

offender plead guilty, if the offender was found guilty, if the offender was found not

criminally responsible or if the ofFender was found not guiltf and Ðegree of Contact

with Criminal Justice Fersonnel (QllJ) (Departrnent of Justice Canada 1990), which

was defined as the number of contacts a victim made with various criminal iustice

personnel.

3 Knowledge of disposition wiil also include the victim's knowledge of the
sentence an offender received and how he or she felt about the sentence.
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Additionally, whether the victim felt he or she had a voice in the proceeding (if
they wanted one) was examined. Victims were also asked the degree to which they felt

they were a full participant in the court proceeding.

Exogenous variables were also examined. They included: sex of the victim

(Q31)' Ethnic Background of the Victim (Q33), Level of Education of the Victirn

(Q35)' Employment Status of the Victim (Q36), Marital Status of the Victim

(Q34), dge of the victÍ¡n (e32), R.elatÍonship of victim ro offender (e5 and e5A)

and victimes Previous Involveme¡rt in the.Iustice system (e2, e2A, e2B and

Q2C), which was defined as the number of times the victim had involvement with the

criminal justice system as a victim (Deparhnent of Justice Canada i 990, Umbreit

Le9s).

Comparison Group

A comparison group was needed to determine ifparticipation in the Manitoba

Victim Impact Statement Program increased a victim's level of satisfaction with the

court system. It was necessary to compare victims who had participated in the

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program to victims who had not participated in the

program' Manitoba Justice had been tracking the number of victim impact statements

submitted by victims since the inception of the program in 1998. According to the

2000-2001Victim Services Annual report, there were approximately 400 victim

impact statements submitted to the program each year. Within the city of Winnipeg

alone, there are on average 60,000 crimes reported annually to the police thathave at

least
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one victim (Winnipeg Police Service, 1999:18). Given this number, it was anticipated

finding a comparison group would not be difficult.

Method of Data Collection

The proposed study was based on an analysis of quantitative data and open-

ended questions involving a comparison group. Data were to be collected via a

telephone survey with a sample of crime victims afr.er adisposition had been reached

in the case. The study intended to examine the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement

Program in relation to satisfaction with the court process. In order to do so, victims

had to have had experience with the court process. For a number of reasons a sgrvey

design was determined to be the most appropriate design for this evaluation. Face to

face interviews were not practical for this research study for a couple of reasons. First,

the population of interest was located all over the province of Manitoba and,traveling

costs were prohibitive. Second, even if the researcher was to limit her research to the

city of winnipeg, the researcher was the only interviewer and safety was a

consideration. Last, arranging for respondents to travel to meet the interviewer in

another location would have been to costly in terms of travel and may have biased the

research findings since interviews would have had to be conducted at the Department

of Justice, somewhere that may have evoked negative emotions and responses from

respondents.

Telephone interviewing was chosen based on the sample population. First,

based on the researcher's experience with victims involved in the criminal iustice
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system, victims of crime tend to be somewhat transient and change addresses a lot.

Although the researcher had both addresses and telephone numbers for respondents

available, she felt there may have been an issue with many of the addresses not being

current and theorized even if a victim moved the chances of them keeping the same

telephone number were fairly good. Second, in some instances mailing addresses were

not complete for instance in certain instances apartrnent numbers and postal codes

were missing from the addresses, this would likely have caused a number of surveys to

be refumed and never reach the intended recipient. Third, the survey contained

multiple skip patterns and the researcher was concerned about respondents being able

to follow the survey properly. As well, according to Floyd J. Fowler in his book

survey Research Methods (sage publications lnc., rgg3), self-administered

questionnaires should be limited to closed questions as "self-administered open

answered often do not produce useful data" (Fowler 1993:57). As this research

project was exploratory the researcher felt it \¡/as necessary to include open-ended

questions. A telephone interview also allowed the interviewer to probe for clarity or if
incomplete answers were given. Lastly, because the research question addressed

opinions about experiences within the criminal justice system as well as specific

aspects of a victim's victimization experience, telephone interviewing and initiating

semi-personal contact with respondents was hypothesized to increase response rates

without unduly "travtrtatizíng" the victim. According to Fowler, ,telephone

procedures lend an air of impersonality to the interview process that should help

people report negative events or behaviours,' (Fowler, 1993: 5g)

The only concern that presented itself with using a telephone survey was that
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some of the chosen respondents may not have telephones; however, this method was

still thought to be more efÊective than a mail out survey in terms of response rate and

considerably more cost effective than face to face interviewing. According to Fowler,

"an advance letter can be mailed introducing the study and explaining the purpose.

After that an interviewer can call and ask for cooperation. Under these circumstances,

telephone and personal response rates do not differ significantly''(Fowler,1994: 60).

The researcher for this project forwarded a letter to all potential respondents prior to

telephoning them to complete an interview.

Sampling Mettnod

In Septembet 200I, the researcher approached the director of the Manitoba

Justice Public Safety Branch and indicated an interest in evaluating The Manitoba

Victim Impact Statement Program as the thesis requirement for a Masters degree. The

Public Safety Branch agreed to assist. Three months later, in December 2001, the

thesis project was proposed. At the time, the project proposed evaluating the

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program via telephone interviews with 250

victims; 125 victims who had submitted a victim impact statement to the Manitoba

Victim Impact Statement Program and 125 victims who had not or did not recall

submitting a victim impact statement to the progam. The time frame examined was

April 1, L999 to March 3 1, 2000. During this time period, the public Safety Branch

v/as responsible for tracking victim impact statements and maintaining a database

containing the names of victims who had submitted a victim impact statement to the

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program in Winnipeg. In the initial project
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proposal, the names, addresses and telephone numbers for a comparison group were to

be collected from the winnipeg police service by using a simple random sample

matched by offence type. As the database maintained by the Public Safety Branch

only contained the names and offence types, it was necessary to enlist the assistance of

Prosecutions to obtain the contact information for respondents who had filled out

victim impact statements. Because Prosecutions was being approached for this

information, it was suggested they could also provide names, addresses and telephone

numbers of victims who had not completed a victim impact statement as well. This

prevented the researcher from having to approach a second agency (The Winnipeg

Police service) for information and allowed the researcher to verify rather than assume

a case had been disposed of within the chosen time frame.

As the population of victims who had not submitted a victim impact statement

was anticipated to be rather large, the sample obtained from Prosecutions for this

goup was to be matched by offence type, thus the researcher could look at the offence

type of each selected case involving a victim impact statement respondent and match it

up with a case of a victim who had not completed a victim impact statement. This

would maximize the comparisons that could be made between the samples.

A simple random sample of 125 victims who had submitted a victim impact

statement and where there had been a charge laid in the case was requested, in the

hopes of being able to contact at least 100 by mail and by telephone. similarly, a

matched sample of I25 victims, in cases where a charge had been laid and who had

not submitted a victim impact statement was requested from Prosecutions. Crown

files contain information on the offence type, the n¿rme, address and telephone number
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of the victim thus allowing the possibility of matching as well as providing necessary

contact information for victims.

The researcher requested cases that had been disposed of within a year. In the

researcher's experience working with victims, some crime victims tend to frequently

change their place of permanent residence. As such, there was some concern the

addresses and phone numbers for victims may not have been current after ayear. The

researcher attempted to oversample to ensure that enough victims with cu:rent

addresses and telephone numbers were selected.

Obtaining access to Prosecutions' data was not simple. To gain access to

victims' personal information on prosecution files, a request for a legal opinion from

Civil Legal Services had to be made to ensure compliance with The Freedom of

Information Protectíon of Prívacy Act (FIPPA) of Manitoba. The researcher,s position

was unique in that she was both a University of Manitoba student and an employee of

Manitoba Justice. Civil Legal Services was contacted one month after the proposal, in

January 2002, and asked to provide a legal opinion on the researcher's oblieations

under FIPPA.

Receiving a iegal opinion, despite many efforts to accelerate the process, took

eight months to complete. Civil Legal Services' involvement did not conclude until

September 2002. Without this opinion, it was impossible to move ahead with the

project. Civil Legal Services advised in August 2002 thatif the project was conducted

"in-house" FIPPA would allow it to be done. The "in house" project scenario was
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possible as the researcher was an employee of Manitoba Justice. Conducting the

project "in house" ensured all personal information \ /as retained',in house.,, An ,,in

house" project meant the department owned the project, the data and any reports

produced. As such, it was necessary to request permission from the department to

submit the final report for the project, devoid of any identifuing respondent

information, as a thesis. This permission was granted on Augus t 22,2002. T\is

change also required the approval of the University of Manitoba psychology/Sociology

Research Ethics Board. As the project was initially set up, the researcher was

contacting respondents as a student first via an introductory letter then by telephone to

administer the survey. As explained above, a student would not have access to the

personal information necessary to conduct the project. Both the introductory letter and

the survey were rewritten to present the researcher as a Manitoba Justice employee

rather than a University of Manitoba student. Approval for the project with indicated

changes was granted by the University of Manitoba Psychology/Sociology Ethics

Board September 20,2002, more than eight months after the project was initially

proposed.

As a next step, the Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) of prosecutions was

contacted to request access to prosecution files. The ADM of Prosecutions approved

the request pending a review by the Director of Intake and other senior officials on

october 22,2002. After a two month delay, fur permission was finally granted in

December 2002.

on January 15,2003, the researcher met with prosecution database

administrators to request victim contact information. One of the concerns when
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sfudying the victim population is their high rate of mobilify. The time frame set out in

the proposal was April I, 1999 to March 3 1, 2000. Given the one year time delay

befween choosing this time frame and obtaining permission from Manitoba Justice to

access victim contact information, the researcher decided to modif,i the time frame to

March 12,2002 to February 5,2003. This new time frame was chosen in consultation

with the database administrators based on the information available on the database

and prosecution files. of note, Manitoba's víctim's Bill of Rights, introduced in

August 2lll,modified The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program, by making it

mandatory that victims of certain offences; murder; manslaughter; aggravated sexual

assault; sexual assault with a weapon; infanticide; criminal negligence causing death;

impaired operation of a vehicle cause death; dangerous operation of a vehicle cause

death; aggtavated assault; assaulting a peace officer or public officer; discharging a

firearm with intent; and, attempted murder, are given copies of all victim impact

statement material. This was expected to affect these victims knowledge of the

program. In theory, all victims of these offences should have had knowledge of The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program. As well, with this new time period, all

victims of the above listed offences would have fallen under the purview of

Manitoba's Victim's Bill of Rights.

Contact information for victims was pulled from the Prosecutions Information

system Management (PRISM), the database used by prosecutions. pRISM has

tracked contact information for victims since Octob er 1999; however, it is only since

September 2002 fhat PRISM has had the capability of tracking whether a victim

completed a victim impact statement. As mentioned previously, the Victim/lVitness
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Assistance Program had responsibility for tracking victim impact statements during the

April 1999 to March 2000 time frame. During March 2002to February 2003, this

responsibility fell to Prosecutions. Prior to PRISM having the capability of tracking

whether or not a victim had filed a victim impact statement, this information was

tracked on a spreadsheet by staffin Prosecutions. Using both the spreadsheet and the

PRISM database information, it was possible to obtain the necessary information for

the new time frame. It should be mentioned, in the proposal, the researcher intended

to interview onlyrespondents from Winnipeg, as the collection of victim impact

statements collected by Victim/Witness Assistance was limited to the citv of

Winnipeg. PRISM is a province wide database.

It was discovered shortly after the request for information was placed that the

spreadsheet used by Prosecutions became comrpted at some point and was missing

information for the month of August 2002. As this was the only source for victim

impact statement information, the researcher had no choice but to note this and

proceed.

Using both the spreadsheet and the PRISM database, Prosecutions staffwere

able to pull victim contact information and charge information for victims who had

completed a victim impact statement. Only cases that had been disposed of in the

court between March 12, 2002and February 5, 2003 and had an address andlor a

telephone number recorded in the database were included. For ethical reasons,

individuals under the age of 18 were removed from the sample. As well, survivors of

homicide (family members of a deceased victim) \ryere removed from the sample

(PRISM, during the time frame selected, did not have the abilitvto track contact
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information for these individuals). A total of 42 narnes were obtained. This number

was far lower than anticipated. The proposal stated that 125 names wouid be

randomly selected from a population of approximately 400. This popuiation of 400

was based on the average number of victim impact statements submitted to the

Victim/Witness Assistance office in year. Recall, Victim/Witness Assistance was

responsible for collecting information on victim impact statements from 1998 to 2001.

Prosecutions did not collect or record the same number of victim impact statements

received. As revealed in an evaluation of Prosecutions conducted by Ernst and Young

in August 2000, administration and workload issues plagued and mayvery well

continue to plague the Crown's office. It is anticipated that this, coupled with the fact

that between March 2002 and February 2003 the PzuSM database had been upgraded

and users were still learning how to use the upgraded system, played a role in the low

number of victim impact statements recorded by Prosecutions staff. Because of this

low number, the entire population of victims who had completed a victim impact

statement was selected for the study.

A comparison group was also selected using data from Prosecutions. To

ensure enough victims with contact information were available for comparison

pu{poses, database administrators pulled charge and contact information for all cases

where a file had been disposed of and where an address and/or telephone number was

recorded on the system. The same ethical considerations were taken into account with

the comparison group. This list of individuals was cross-referenced with the list of

individuals who had completed a victim impact statement and the individuals who had

completed a victim impact statement were removed. Approximately 100 names of
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potential respondents remained. This second group was matched by offence type to

the VIS goup. When necessary, a random number table was used to select a match on

offence type.

Although the sample size had significantly diminished (from 250 to g4), it was

felt the sample was large enough and would yield enough data to complete a statistical

analysis' Also, given how close the time frame was to the date the research would take

place, it was reasoned the rate of mobility would not be as high and the addresses and

telephone numbers had a better chance of being current.

Ðata Collection

Pilot testing began after the sample was selected. As the sample was so small,

the researcher chose not to use any of the sample for pilot testing. Pilot testing was

conducted on May 29,2003 with 5 members of the Manitoba Orgarnzation of Victim

Advocates (MOVA). MOVA is a non-government, non-profit corporation whose

primary pu{pose is to offer support to crime victims and advocate change in the

criminal justice system for victims. There was one drawback to asking MOVA to pilot

test the survey. Its membership is primarily made up of homicide survivors, a goì]p

not represented in the sample. Nevertheless, they were the only available option for

pilot testing the survey without using the sample. According to the results of the focus

group, there was no need to modifli the survey instrument.

After pilot testing was complete, introduction letters were sent to respondents.

The introduction letter was sent in order to introduce respondents to the project and to

reduce the chance of re-victimization. The introduction letter also included fwo
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telephone numbers (one for Winnipeg and a toll free number) for respondents to call if
they had questions about the project or to set up a time for an interview. A sample of

the inhoduction letter can be found in Appendix F. ln order to ensure a time iapse did

not occur between the time an introduction letter was received and a phone call to the

respondent was placed, the sample was divided into four groups of 20 (the last group

was 24). Each group consisted of 10 victims who had completed a VIS and 10 victims

who had not. The 10 victims from each group were chosen randomly. The first set of

introduction letters were sent out June 77,2003. Telephone requests for interviews

began two weeks after. Subsequent mailings took place on June 30, July 14 and July

30. In cases where an address was not available but a telephone number was, the

respondent was telephoned and an introduction ietter was sent prior to an interview

being conducted.

A telephone line dedicated to the project was set up in an office in the public

Safety Branch. The outgoing message on the telephone asked that aname, telephone

number and an appropriate time to call be included in any message left. The hope was

that respondents would call and leave a message indicating a convenient time for an

interview and that some respondents who did not have a current telephone number on

file would call and leave their current telephone number. Unfortunately this approach,

of piacing the onus on the respondent to respond, yielded only two calls to affange

interview times. This low response may also be athibuted to the season. As the

project took place in the summer, it is possible fewer people chose to respond to the

request to set up an interview time, due to busy summer schedules and vacation time.

During the two week waiting period after the first mailing seven of the first 20
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introduction letters were returned as undeliverable for a variety of reasons. This was

of some concem; however, it was felt that this might be an anomaly. Concern was

heightened when telephone calls were made and 14 of the first 20 telephone numbers

were incorrect or out of service.

It should be noted that prior to sending out the introduction letters, every effort

was made to generate as complete a list of contact information for respondents as

possible. When an address and/or a telephone number was not available for a

particular respondent, MTS fast finder Premium was used to attempt to locate this

information. MTS fast finder Premium is a database of all MTS clients. Anyone who

has a telephone is on this database. The database can be searched by name, address or

telephone number' MTS fast finder Premium is updated every 12 months to ensure

users have the most current information possible. The copy being used had an expiry

date of Januaty 15,2004. This method yielded additional contact information in only

four cases.

After two weeks of calling respondents from the first group of twenty, only two

interviews had been conducted. By this time, the second mailing of twenty had taken

place and six of the introduction letters from this second group of 20 were also

returned as undeliverable. After all four mailings were comp lete, 28 or 33 .3%o of the

84 introduction letters were returned as undeliverable. In 10 or II.gyoof the cases

there was no address listed on file. Likewise, 44 or 52.3%oof the telephone numbers
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ofpotential respondents were incorrect or out of service. This figure breaks down as

follows: 13 ot 15.5%o of the cases there was no telephone number listed on file; in 12

or I4'3o/o of the cases the telephone number listed on the file was incorect; in 17 or

20.2% of the cases the telephone number was out of service; in one case the

respondent was deceased; and in one case the respondent could no longer be reached at

that telephone number and did not leave a forwarding telephone number. In seven or

8'3Yo of the cases there was neither an address nor a telephone number listed on file.

For each case where an address and/or telephone number was found to be incorrect or

missing, MTS fast finder Premium was used to see if the contact information could be

obtained. Canada 41I (4l1.ca) was also consulted for additional contact information.

These efforts yielded only 2 additional telephone numbers.

After two mailings (40 respondents) and calls to the first 20 respondents, it was

quickly determined the address and telephone number problem was not simply an

anomaly. Given this new development, modification to the research design was

necessary. At this time, interviews had been conducted with two respondents. On July

17 ' 2003 a conference call took place between the researcher, the researcher,s advisor

and the internal committee member to strategize how the thesis project could be

salvaged. A two part strategy was devised. First, the survey instrument was modified

to make all questions on the survey as open ended as possible. clues to where

elaboration would be most appropriate were taken from the two interviews completed.

The researcher had noted and recorded when the two respondents had added

additional information. These questions as well as some additional questions were

modified. It was agreed interviewing would continue to take place with this modified
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surveymstrument

The second part of the strategy involved re-approaching the administrators of

the PRISM database to see if they could provide additional victim information from

their database. A meeting was set up between the database administrators and the

researcher on July 18,2003. Based on the information obtained at this meeting, a

second written data request was made to the administrators. The researcher requested

the following information for all victims in PRISM: victim name; date of birth; sex;

number of court proceedings; court proceeding duration; investigating police ageîcy;

whether the case was related to domestic violence; whether the victim had completed a

victim impact statement; as well as the number and type of crime(s) the offender was

charged with. The data were delivered to the researcher on October 3,2003, almost

three months after it was first requested. The data were presented in three different

files. The first file was a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet containing the information

requested minus the charge information for all victims on the PzuSM database. The

second file was also a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and contained all of the

information requested minus the charge information for all victims who had completed

a victim impact statement on the PRISM database. The third file was a Wordpad

document containing charge information for every case recorded on the PRISM

database. These files were merged into two separate spss 10.0 databases, one

containing information on VIS victims, the other on non-VIS victims. Due to the

sheer volume of information, both databases were reduced so that they contained only

information on victims who fell within the study time frame (March 2002 to February

2003). The two SPSS 10.0 databases contain the following information: the victim's
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date of birth, the victim's sex, the number of court proceedings that had taken place,

the length of time the case appeared before the court, whether or not the case involved

domestic violence, the police agency the crime(s) were reported to, the various charses

associated with the incident and the number of counts for each charge.

It proved to be a wise decision to modif,z the survey instrument and to seek

additional victim information. After all of the telephone numbers were called and

verified, the original sample size of 84 respondents had been reduced to 2g or 33.3%

of the original sample size. Of these 28 potential respondents, i6 interviews were

conducted (10 with victims who had completed a VIS and six with victims who had

not completed a VIS); nine of these 28 respondents (32.1%)had refused to complete

the survey and 3 respondents (10.7%) were never able to be contacted despite

numerous attempts.

Reyísed Research Quesúions

The original intent of this thesis project was to examine victim satisfaction

with the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program bytelephone interviewing

victims who had used the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program and those who

could have used the program but chose not to. Due to a low number of potential

respondents (28) and an even lower number of actual respondents (16), it was no

longer possible to draw any sort of conclusion on victim satisfaction with the court

system between victims who had completed a VIS and those who had not. The

research on victims who have completed a victim impact statement and their

satisfaction with the court process is still very new. During an examination of the
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literature, only three studies on victim impact statements and victim satisfaction could

be located. They are an evaiuation study conducted by the Department of Justice

Canada in 1990 which examined five different models of victim impact statement

programs in five difÊerent provinces, one by Robert C. Davis and Barbara E. Smith in

1994 attd one by Edna Erez, Leigh Roeger and Fra¡k Morgan in 1997. Since the body

of research is still not very large, it was possible to convert the proposed research

project on victim satisfaction with the justice system into an exploratory descriptive

project on victims who submit victim impact statements.

The sample size did not allow generalized conclusions and comparisons to be

drawn befween VIS and non-VIS victims in terms of their satisfaction with the court

process. However, Prosecutions data enabled the researcher to compare the

characteristics of VIS and non-VIS victims using descriptive statistics. Using the

results of the modified survey instrument, which included open-ended questions on

topics related to victimization, the differences between VIS and non-VIS victims were

highlighted.

What are the characteristics of a victim who completes a victim impact statennent

compared to a victim who does not?

This research question was examined by answering the following questions with the

data from the prosecutions data and the survey:

1. Are males or females more likely to complete a victim impact statement?

The data provided by prosecutions íncruded the sex of the victim.

2. Does age play afactor in who does or does not complete a victim impact

statement?
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Age was also tracked by pRISM.

3' Does the area of the province where the crime was cornmitted play a factor in

whether a victim completes a victim impact statement?

PRISM tracked the police agency that deølt with the case. Recall, under The y¡íctíms,

Bíll of Ríght& it is the responsíbítity of police to inform the victim of their right to

complete a WS. Survey results indicated whether the victim had ever heard of a VIS.

4. What tlpes of crimes are most likely to result in a victim completing a VIS?

PklsM datq provides the type as well as the count of each charge.

5. Are victims where multiple charges and counts are registered more or less likelv

to complete a VIS?

PKISM data contains inþrmation on both the type and number of counts for each

charge.

6. What proportion of crime victims are domestic violence victims? How does this

compare with the number of domestic violence victims who have completed a victim

impact statement?

Again, PRISM captures this data.

7. Is there a difÊerence between males and females in terms of the t54pes of crimes

they submit a victim impact statement for?

PRISM captures this datø

8. Does age play afactor in the types of crimes victim impact statements are

submitted for?

PRISM captures this dats

9 ' What percentage of crimes have multiple victims? Does having more than one
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1.

2.

3.

victim make it more or less likely for a victim to complete a victim impact statement?

PRISM captures this data

Using the modified survey, it is also possible to gain insight into the issues faced by

the Manitoba victim population in general. The following questions can be answered

for the general victim population:

How do victims find out what sentence the offender is siven?

If victims choose not to attend court hearings, why do they not attend?

What causes victims to be dissatisfied with the court svstem?

Ðata Analysis Flan

SPSS 10.0 was used to run descriptive statistics on the data captured by

PRISM. These include running frequencies on the age, sex, area of the province, type

of crime and domestic violence variables. Using the frequency results for each of

these variables and comparing the results between victims who completed a victim

impact statement and victims who did not complete a victim impact statement allowed

the researcher to determine if these variables had any impact on the decision to

complete a victim impact statement. Crosstabulations were also be used to conduct a

bivariate analysis to determine if age and sex affect whether victim impact statements

are submitted for different tlpes of crimes. The results of this analysis were enhanced

by using the data collected by the survey instrument. The survey results enabled the

researcher to delve deeper and provide possible reasons why the PRISM data revealed

the resuits it did. The survey data also enabled the researcher to point out gaps in

service and determine areas where additional research is needed.
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ddvantages and Ðrawbacks

The data analysis proposed is far from ideal. Ideally, the researcher wouid

have preferred to have more information about the victims captured by the PRISM

database and would have preferred that interviews could have been conducted with

more than 16 of the 84 potentiai survey respondents. While the two SPSS databases

created using the data captured by PRISM are large enough to conduct a quantitative

analysis and draw genenlizable conclusions from, they contain limited quantitative

data about victims. The survey, on the other hand, contains a wide range of

quantitative data on victims and a few open ended questions on their opinions;

however, with information on only 16 respondents, it is impossible to draw

conclusions that could be generalized to all victims. If the survey was designed

qualitatively and interviews with the 16 respondents were conducted face to face, more

could be said about the experiences each of these victims had with the criminal justice

system. Used together, the data from the PRISM database and the data collected from

the survey instrument allow the researcher to begin to describe the characteristics of a

victim who completes a victim impact statement and begin to shed light on what

influences victims to complete victim impact statements.

While delays and problems with contact information plagued this project and

threatened its completion, relevant data about victims who complete victim impact

statements was obtained. Victim impact statements are a relatively new phenomenon

in the adversarial justice system. Because of this, little has been done in terms of

evaluation on them. V/ith the information gathered by this research project, a porhait

of victims who complete a victim impact statement began to emerge and areas for
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future research were highlighted.

What started out as a relatively simple research project aimed at evaluating The

Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program and determining if it had an efÊect on a

victim's satisfaction with the court system became quite complex due to a nine month

delay in being granted access to contact information for respondents then discovering

that most of the contact information was out of date or no longer valid. These factors

required the researcher to modifu the scope of her research and concentrate not on

whether The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program affected victim satisfaction

with the court system but rather on the characteristics of a victim who completes and

does not complete a victim impact statement. The revised research question allowed

the researcher to ask whether factors such as age, sex, are of the province and type of

crime influence whether or not a victim completed a victim impact statement. The

following chapter will provide answers to these questions.
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Chapten 4: Ðata Analysis

In the data analysis section we will examine the findings from an analysis of the

data on the PRISM database as well as the findings from the 16 victims who completed a

telephone survey. In terms of the pzusM data, this will involve examining the

demographic characteristics, such as age and sex, of victims who complete and do not

complete victim impact statements. It will also examine other factors that may influence

a victim to complete or not complete a victim impact statement such as the areaof the

province in which the crime occurred, the type of charge filed, cases where multiple

charges or multiple victims are involved and cases involving domestic violence. With

regard to the survey respondents, demographic data, such as age and sex, will be

examined as well as other factors that may influence a victim to complete or not complete

a victim impact statement. These include: the area of the province in which the victims

live; the tlpe of charge the offender faced; the victim's previous involvement in the

criminal justice system as a victim as well as his or her satisfaction or dissatisfaction with

that experience; the perceived level of seriousness of the offence; whether the victim

knew the ofîender; the victim's satisfaction with the sentencing; attendance at court

hearings; satisfaction with the court process, and finally, court delays and remands.

During the time period chosen, March 12,2002 to February 5,2003,there were a

total of 17,262 victims recorded on the PRISM database. These were victims where

charges were laid against an offender. of those 17,262victims, Tl2 o10.65, percent had

completed a victim impact statement; 17,150 or 99.5 percent had not. This number

would tend to indicate that The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program is a failure.
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If the aim of the program is to give direct crime victims an opporfunity to tell the court

how being a victim has affected them, then the program has failed gg.5%of victims in

this regard. As the oniy mechanism to have their voices hear in court without being

called as a witness, this number indicates that in gg.s%of cases the court did not hear

from the victim. This number indicates that the province of Manitoba has not been

successful in promoting or encouraglng victims to complete a victim impact statement

and that more needs to be done to ensure victims are aware of their right to have their

voices heard.

Sex of VIS Victims

According to the 2002 Canadian Crime Statistics released by the Canadian Centre

for Justice Statistics, the numbers of men and women who are victims of crime against

the person are almost equal (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics 2002:60). Men are

only slightly more likely to be victims (50.3%). In the United States, according to the

FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, for violent offences, males have been victimized at higher

rates than females, but the rates are getting closer (www.ojp.usdoj.gov). The data

collected by Prosecutions on PzuSM contradicted this finding. During the time period

chosen, there were more female crime victims (61.3%) recorded on pRISM than there

were male crime victims (38.7%). This could be explained by the fact that the

information the research found related only to violent offences whereas the pRISM data

takes into consideration all offences. The other possibility is that the trend, which the FBI

noted, of females being victímized at almost the same rate as males is no longer true for

Manitoba.
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Figure l: sex of rotal victim population as R.econded o¡l FRI$M

M ale V¡ctim s
38.7 %

N=17,262

Female Victims
61.3%

ln the victim impact statement Broup, there were slightly more female victims

(509%) who completed a victim impact statement than male victims who completed a

victim impact statement (49.I%). This finding is somewhat surprising as we would

expect a similar distribution for the victim impact statement group to that of the total

victim

population. In other words, we would have anticipated more women to have completed a

victim impact statement and less men.

F'igure 2: Sex of \rXS Victims

Fem ales
50.9%

N:l12
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When we look at the percentage of victims who complete victim impact statement

as a percentage of the total number of crime victims, males (0.82%) are slightly more

likely to complete a victim impact statement than females (0.5a%). This is an even more

surprising finding considering there are 22.6% more female crime victims than maie

victims recorded in PRISM.

Figure 3: Sex of \rnS vs. Non-WS Víctims
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It appears sex plays a factor in who completes a victim impact statement, as the

percentage of males who complete victim impact statements is 10.4%ohigher than the

percentage of men in the total victim population and the percentage of females who

complete victim impact statements is I0.4%o lower than the percentage of women in the
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total victim population' A chi-square test confirms that sex is a statistically significant

factor in identifuing who completes a victim impact statement with p<0;02.

Age of a VIS Victims

The ages of the victims recorded in PRISM ranged from 3 months of age to 9g

years of age. The youngest victim who completed a victim impact statement was 15 and

the oldest was 84.

Table 1: Age R.anges of vÍctím Foputratíon Recorded in pRrsM

Twenty to twenty-nine year olds represented the greatest number of victims

overall' They also had the greatest number of submissions to the Manitoba Victim

Impact Statement Program (28.6%). When we consider the number of victims who

submit victim impact statements as a percentage of the total number of victims in their

age category, we find that40-49 year olds are the most likely to submit victim impact

statements. Only one percent of 40-49 year olds victims submitted a victim impact

statement; however, this is 9.2%higher than the percentage of victims in the 40-49 aee
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.dge Range AII victims
Frequencv

All VÍctims
Fe¡'centage

VXS victims
Frequencv

\4S victims
Fencentage

o-11 2143 12.4% 8 7.1%
r8-19 i060 6.2% o s.4%
20-29 5168 29.9% J¿ 28.6%
30-39 4401 25.5% 26 )a )o/^
40-49 2721 ts.8% 28 2s.0%
50-64 1355 7.8% t0 8S%
65+ 4t4 2.4% 2 r.8%

Totatr 17,262 700.00 172 100.0o/o



category. The next most likely age group to complete a victim impact statement was 50-

64 year olds (0.74%) followed by 20-29 year old at 0.630/o. The age group least likeiy ro

filI out a victim impact statement was the 0-17 year old age goup. Only 0.37% of the 0-

77 year old victims submitted a victim impact statement; this is 5 .3o/o lower than the

percentage of victims in the 0-L7 age category. An anova test revealed p:0.153,

indicating that age does have a statistically significant an effect on whether a victim

completes a VIS.

Anea of tåre Provi¡rce
For ease of comparison, the researcher divided the province into eight

geographical areas. The first is the Northern Manitoba region. All communities located

above the 53'd parallel are included in this geographic area.

Map n: Northern Manitoba

Used with permission from Travel Manitoba, 2006

The second is the Intertrake area, which includes all communities that fall south
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of the 53'o parallel and are located between Lake Manitoba and Lake v/innipeg to the city

V/innipeg.

Map 2: I¡rterlake R.egion

iÞt,/

{ qh¡.\ff¡lt

{Jsed with permission from Travel Manitoba. 2006

Third is Eastern Manitoba. Any community that falls south of the 53.d parallel

and to the east of Lake winnipeg is included in this geographic area.
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Mup 3: Easterm Manitoba

Used with permission from Travel Manitoba. 2006

Next is the western ManÍtoba region. This region encompasses all communities

in the south-west portion of the province. Its western-most border is the province of
saskatchewan. Its southern most border is the state of North Dakota. Its border to the

north runs parallel to the southern most portion of Riding Mountain National park and to

the east its border is almost parallel to Crystal city.

_ry¿àqn>/

t>
L-tg"
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Map 4: Wesfer¡e Manitoha

Used with permission from Travel Manitoba.2006

The Farklalrd region makes up the remainder of the western boarder of the

province beginning at the northern boarder of the Westman region and extending north

until the Norman region. The eastem boarder follows Lake winnipegosis.

Map 5: Farkland R.egion

Used with permission from Travel Manitoba. 2006
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The cenÛral Flains region encompasses the area west of Lake Manitoba to st.
Rose du Lac, and south until Treherne.

iVÏap 6: Cenfnaì FlaÍ¡ls Region

Used with permission from Travel Manitoba, 200ó

Directly to the south west of winnipeg is the Fembina valley region.
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Map 7: Fembina Valley R.egÍon

Used with permÍssion from Travel Manitoba. 2006

The final region is the Winnipeg region.

flÈ&Ê Dðfts.
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lVlap E: Wi¡r¡ripeg Region

[Jsed with permission from Travel Manitoba. 2006
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Figure 4: vÍcfÍmr {napact stafennent subndssion hy A¡,ea of úhe Frovince
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Data collected on the PRISM database was used to draw conclusions based on

area of the province' It should be noted at the outset that pRISM is a flawed database in

that not all areas of the province are inputtin g datain a consistent matter; however,

PRISM is the best source of data on area of the province that is available at this time.

since the winnipeg area is the most denselypopulated of all of the areas in the province,

it comes as no surprise that most of the victim impact statements submitted (32.1%) as

well as most crime victims (65.1%)originate from this area. This is still low however, as

we would expect Winnipeg to account for 65%oof victim impact statement submissions.
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T'ahle 2: Numher of'tffences with
Frovince

Ede¡efifiable Victim by Anea of'the

The Central Plains area provided the highest percentage of victim impact statements

proportional to the total number of victims recorded in that region at r0.2%. This region

represented 26.8% of the total number of victim impact statements submitted. The

percentage of victims who completed a victim impact statement in this area is 25.1%

higher than the percentage of totai victims from that area. This finding is interesting and

significant. The researcher contacted the individual who was the victim services worker

for the Central Plains area atthe time of the study. She stated she was very proactive

with victim impact statements. She mentioned that in the past victims in the area had

been given much victim-related information without any sort of focus on a specific issue

or program. This worker was proactive in making victims a\Ã/are of the victim impact

statement program and ensured this piece of information was provided to all victims of

crime' This worker also provided a lot of one-on-one services to victims with respecr to

victim impact statements. She explained that the regional court office was very active

with victim impact statements. This particular worker has worked in both the Norman

service wea and in Winnipeg and explained that the Crowns in the Central plains area

.drea of the
Frovince

AII Victims
Frequencv

Fercentage of
all vÍctims

V{S victims
Frequencv

Fex'centage of
VtrS victims

Central Plains 294 t.7% 30 26.8%
Eastem Manitoba 578 3.3% 2 t.8%
lnterlake 583 3.4% 6 s.4%
Northern Manitoba 2,626 15j% a

J 2.7%
Parkland 680 3.9% 0 0.0%
Pembina Vallev 203 r.2% t7 15.2%
Western Manitoba 1,059 6.1% 18 t6.1%
Winnipeg Il,23g 65.1% 36 32.0%
Total 17.262 l00.Ùyo 112 100.ïyo
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also seemed to be more proactive in using victim impact statements. For example, often

one of the two crowns in the central Plains area would ask if the victim had completed a

victim impact statement. if they had not, the crown would ask that the victim service

worker assist the victim in completing one. There was no marked difference in the t¡1pes

of crimes being committed in the centoal Plains area, the difÊerence in the number of

victims who completed victim impact statements rested soiely on how victim impact

statements were promoted in that areaand the proactive approach the victim services

worker, the court and the Crown took in ensuring victims had the opporfunity to complete

a victim impact statement if they chose to do so.

Pembina valley was the area with the next highest number of victim impact

statements submitted relative to the number of victims recorded in that area at g.4%o

followed by v/estem Manitoba at 1.7Yo. The percentage of victims who complete a

victim impact statement in the Pembina Valley and Western Manitoba regions are l4o/o

and 10% higher than their corresponding percentage in the total victim population. Both

of these service areas are made up of experienced victim seryices workers who have been

serving their victims and service areas for a number of years.

The area of the province providing the lowest percentage of victim impact

statements proportional to victim related offences was the parkland region at 0o/o,

followed by Norman at0.7o/o. Both of these findings are somewhat surprising. The

researcher suspects that if the Crown files in the Parkland region were to be examined, we

would find that there were victim impact statements submitted during the time frame of

the study. Recall, it is the responsibility of the Crown's office to record on pRISM the

presence of a victim impact statement. The researcher suspects that with the
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implementation of PRISM as a new computer system for regional court offices during the

time frame examined, the adminishative staffwas already overwhelmed and simply was

not able to input victim impact statements into the PRISM system. This explanation

would of course have to be verified with further research.

From speaking to a victim service worker from northem Manitoba, the researcher

learned that for many of the residents in northern Manitoba, Engtish is not their first

language. Many of these individuals do not want to complete a victim impact statement

for fear of feeling sfupid or inadequate with their English language skills, which may

account for the lower percentage rate in the Northem region.

Based on the findings, we can conclude the area of the province in which the

crime occurs does influence a victim's likelihood to complete a victim impact statement.

This assertion was confirmed conducting an Anova significance test, indicated p:0.I24

which means that areaof the province does have an effect on whether or not a victim

completes a victim impact statement.

Types of charges Resulting in a victim lrnpact statement

Many offlenders face multiple charges stemming from a single criminal incident.

Therefore, in order to determine what charges were most likely to result in the completion

of a victim impact statement, the researcher examined the most severe charge a particular

offender faced. The researcher created an ofÊence severity scale which is presented in

Table 2. Possession of property obtained by crime was deemed the least severe offence

by the researcher and given a value of 1. Murder/manslaughter was deemed the most

severe by the researcher and given a value of 24.
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Tahne 3: Severiúy of Offe¡rce
Of'fence ÐesiEnated Severitv
russesslon or rroþert\i Ubtarnerl hv Crime
rossesslng Uontrolle(l Drug OI SUbstance 1
t,mer lvlotor vetucle uttences

Jrrer unoer ö)uuu.uu
Cause Disturbance

4

5Fraud
6Mischiefffi

Break and Enter

7

8

9
r NCIT UVEr ü)UUU.UU

10Motor Vehicle Theft
Breach of a Court Order

11

t2
Firearm Offences
Disguised with Intent

13

t4Criminal Harassment
Harassing Calls
Impaired Driving
Utter Threats

15

T6

t7
18

Robbery
19rorclote uonnnement
20

tlfrences re: Peace Othcer IAssault n.)LL
Sexual Assault

^a¿J
Murder/Manslaughter .,4

LA

Based on the severity chart above, each charge was recoded on SpSS and for each victim

the most severe charge was selected. The results have been tabulated in Table 3.

Table 4: Type of charge Most r-ikely to R.esult in a victim Impact statement

Type of charge ,4lI Victims
Frequency

Fercentage
of all

Victims

VIS Victims
Frequency

Fencentage of
VIS VÍctims

Assault 9.124 s2.86% 74 66.06%
Breach of
(Jndertakin gl C ourt Order

2,149 t2As% 7 6.2s%

Sexual Assault 746 4.32% 6 536%
Break and Enter 745 432% a

J 2.68%
Robbery 719 4.16% a

J 2.68%
Theft Over $5.000 208 t.20% a

J 2.68%
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Forcible Confinement 56 0.32% 2 1.79%Impaired Driving r26 0.73% 2 1.79%Mischief 571 3.31% 2 r.79%Offences re: a peace
officer

297 1.72% 2 r.79%

Utter Threats 1,t22 6 51o,/" 2 r.79%Fraud 241 r.4t% I 0.89%Harassing Telephone Calls 41 0 )401 'I
0.89%Motor Vehicle Theft tq9 r.15% I 0.89%Murder/Manslaughterr

(excluding Motor Vehicle)
61 0.3s% I 0.89%

Theft of a Credit Card 69 o.400/" I 0.89%Theft Under $5,000 367 2.13% 1
I 0.89%Causing a Disturbance2 a

J 0.o?o/" 0 0.00%Criminal Harassment 55 0.32% 0 0.00%Firearm Offences t59 0.920/" 0 0.00%Other Motor Vehicle
^n^ ?urrences-

49 0.28% 0 0.00%

Possessing Controlled
Drug or Substance

6 0.03% 0 0.00%

Possession of Property
Obtained by Crime

r47 0.8s% 0 0.00%

Total 17,262 100.00% rtz 100.00%1vrurucvIVIanSlaugnterncludeS:l".degree1urder,1,tdegree-@
murder, 2oo degree murder punishment, manslaughí.t, -ui.iurrghter punishment and criminalnegligence causing death
'causing a disturbanc.e includes: frghting in a public place, being intoxicated in a public place,and loitering in a public place
'other motor vehicle offences includes: drive carelessly, disobey traffic devices, drive suspended,drive with invalid ricense and fail to remain at the scene of an accident
'when 

viewed in terms of relative severity of all other charges, an assault charge is laid

most frequently' Note that assault was designated as the third most severe offence on the

researcher's severity scale. There was an assault present 1n 52.g6%of cases involvins a

crime victim.

According to PRISM, which records all cases where charges have been laid and

the case has or will go to court, 52.86% of offenders have an assault charge iaid against

them' This is quite high. The researcher consulted the statistics canada Juristat figures.
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statistics canada collects data on all cases brought to adult criminal court from across the

country' According to statistics canada, nationally an assault charge is laid in l9.g% of
cases compared to Manitoba's 52.86% of cases (canadian centre for Justice statistics

2002:60)' Even saskatchewan, which is often used as a provincial equivalent to

Manitoba in terms of geographic and socio-economic characteristics and programming,

had apercentage equal to the national percentag e at 19.Byo. Alberta had a percentage of
16'1yo, while ontario and Nova Scotia had recorded percentages of 2l .7%. whjle these

results are higher than those of the western provinces, they are still signifi cantlylower

than Manitoba' The Manitoba result warrants future research. Assault is also the charge

most frequently laid in cases involving victims who complete victim impact statements.

Two-thirds of all victims of assault complete a victim impact statement. Because there

has been little research done on victim impact statements, there was no way to compare

this result with the results from other jurisdictions. However, this result is unexpectedly

high' The percentage of victims who complete a victim impact statement in assault cases

]s r3%o higher than the percentage of assault victims in the total victim population. This

could be due to a number of factors, possibly because an assault is an attack against the

person as opposed to property and is a more personal crime. other reasons could be the

victim wanting the court and the offender to know of the lasting physical and financial

effects this crime has had on him or her or that Manitoba somehow encourages more

assault victims to file a victim impact statement.

Breach of a court order was the second most common offence laid in the total

victim population (12-5%) and the second most common offlence resulting in the

completion of a victim impact statement (6.3%). Interestingly, the percentage of victims
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who completed a victim impact statement when a breach was the most severe of[ence

recorded was 6.2o/o lower than the percentage of victims in the total victim population

who had a breach recorded as their most serious offence. A breach was considered a mid-

range offence on the severity scale. In most cases when a breach of a court order charge

is laid against offender and there is a victim associated with the case, the breach involved

the offender contacting the victim when a court order specifically stated that was not

allowed. ln many cases, this no contact order is placed on an offender when he or she has

committed a crime against the victim in the past and in order to keep the victim safe and

the offender away from the victim, the court has made no contact part of the conditions

by which the offender must abide.

Cases invoüvír'lg muttiple c&ranges

The number of cases involving multiple charges varies greatly from case to case.

Some involve only one charge while others involve many. In the time frame chosen,

8,409 ot 48.71%o of all cases with a victim had one charge. ln the remaining 51.3%of the

cases' there were at least two and up to l5 charges listed against an individual offender.

When we look only at the victims who completed a victim impact statement and the

offender is facing multiple charges, this percentage increases to 56.25%. Thus, when

there are multiple charges (at least 2) laid against an offender, the victim in the case is

slightly more likely to complete a victim impact statement.
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T'able 5: I{r¡¡nber of changes Faced by offenders of, críme victims

Number of
Charges

AII Victims
Frequencv

Fercentage of
,dll Víctims

VXS VictÍms
Frequency

Fercentage of
VIS Victi¡ns

I 8,409 48.71% 49 43.75%
2 4,734 21.44% 2l 24.11%a
J 2,302 t3.33% 20 17.86%
4 1,056 6.r3% 9 8.04%
5 438 254% 6 s.36%
6 168 0.97% 0.89%
7 94 0.55% 0 0.00%I 39 0.23% 0 0.00%
9 6 0.03% 0 0.00%
l0 5 0.03% 0 0.00%
l1 a

J 0.02% 0 0.00%
12 4 0.02% 0 0.00%
15 AI 0.02% 0 0.00%
Totan \7,262 100.00% 'i1j. 100.00%'when 

there are multiple laid against *@.ntty t¡"r" *, t*o
charges' This is true when looking at cases involving all victims and in cases involvins

victims who choose to complete a victim impact statementa.

Gases !nvolving Dornestic Violence

of all the cases in the time frame examined, 42.2% or 7,285 cases were identified

as having a domestic violence component to them.

Table 6: Domestic viorence trnvolvement in charges r,aid

4 Due^to problems associated with the compilation of the dataset, the researcher was unable to cara.;¡tlate aIest oI meâns.

Donnestic
Violence Victirn AItr Víctims

Frequencv

Fercentage of
all victims

VnS VÍctirn
Frequency \r{S Victim

Fercenúage
Yes 7 )',75 42.2% 32 28.6%
No 9,977 s7.8% 80 7r.4%
Total 17"262 1"00.0o/o î12 100.0%
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only 28'6% of cases involving victims who completed a victim impact statement

are recorded as being domestic violence victims. comparing the number of domestic

violence victims in the entire victim population to the number of victims who completed

a victim impact statement, we see that only 0.4%o of themdo so. The percentage of
victims who complete a victim impact statement and are domestic violence victims is

13'6% lower than the percentage of domestic violence victims in the general victim

population' A chi-square test revealed p<0.01, indicating that being a domestic violence

victim does affect whether a victim completes a victim statement. Being a domestic

violence victim appears to makes a victim less likely to complete a victim impact

statement' one reason a domestic violence victim may be unwilling to complete a victim

impact statement is due to the complex dynamics of family violence. In many cases the

victim does not want to see charges pursued against his or her partner. A description of
how the crime has affected him or her may mean a harsher sentence for the offender and

many times victims wish to continue to have a relationship with the offender.

The researcher noted the number of cases involving domestic violence fbr both

victim impact statement victims and the general victim population is surprisingtyhigh.

This phenomenon is worthy of further examination.

Domestic violence offences can vary greatly in terms of severity. A breach of a

no contact order can be labeled a domestic violence offence as can an assault. using the

same severity of ofÊence scale presented in Table 3 above, the researcher determined the

most severe charge associated with an individual victim. This allows us to determine the

t¡lpes of charges that are resulting in such a high number of cases being identified as

domestic violence. A case is identified as a domestic violence case in pRISM if the
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crime involves two peopre in a family or intimate rerationship. For exampre if a

boyfriend breaks into a girlfriend's house and there has been a history of domestic

violence, this charge wilt be classified as domestic violence.

Table 7: Type of charge R-esulting i¡l a Ðor¡aestic violence Ðesignafiom

rMurderÀ4anslaughter 
includes: l* degree -*lï1,r,,, degree.murder punishment, 2od degree murdeq 2od

$egree murder prrnishment, manslaughtlr, manslaughter punishment uiJ .ri*ioul negligence causing death-other motor vehicle offences includls: ¿riue c-elérslv, ¿irou.v t um, ¿evicas, drive suspended, d.rivewith invalid license and fa'to remain ut t¡" ."eo" of an accident

Type ofcharge AII VÍctims
Frequency

Fercentage
of all

Victims

\{tS VictÍms
Frequency

)6

Fercentage of
VnS Victims

8r.3%
0.0%
9.4%

0.0%

Assault 5,096 69.88%
28 0.38% 0Þrcacn ol

Undertakin g/ Court Order
1,329 18.25% aJ

0
Criminal Harassmenr 28 0.380/"

t4 0.r9%D 0 o oo/^urn \_urlltnemellï T3 0.r8% 1 3.1%
0.0%

¡rauo
2 0.03o/" 0Harassing Telephone Calls 15 0.2r% I

1

3.r%
3.r%

tmpaired l)rivino
0.10%

IVIISCruCT JI 0.s2% I
0

0.0%
0.0%

Mlglqr Vehicle Theft nJ 0.040/"
Murder/Manslaughter,
(excluding Motor Vehicie)

4 0.05% 0 0.0%

Offences re: a peace
officer

27 0.37% 0 0.0%

Other Motor Vehicle
Offences2

2 0.03% 0 0.0%

rossesston ofproperfy
Obtained by Crime

2 0.03% 0 0.0%

Robberv 22 0.30% q
0

0.0%Sexual Assanlr 157 2.760/" 0.0%lhett of'a Credit Card 2 0.03% q
0

0.0%Theft Over S5 Ooo i 0.0r%'I'lra* T T-¡ 0.0%
OJ,\-/UU 7 0.r0% q

o
0.0%Utter Threafs 499 6.85% 0.0%Í otal 7.28s 100.00o/o 3¿ tt0.0o/o
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For both the general victim population and victims who complete victim impact

statements, the most common charge their offender is facing is assault, 69.ggo/o and

8l'3% respectively. The percentage of victims who complete a victim impact statement

for the charge of assault is ll.4o/ohigher than the percentage of victims in the general

victim population whose offenders face an assault charge. The second most common

charge a domestic violence offender faces is breach of a court order. This is the case in

9'4o/o of cases where a victim completes a victim impact statement and in 1g.25%;o of

cases involving the general victim population. This is a phenomenon that requires further

study.

Type of GÍ"large and tåre Sex of a Vlctim [mpact State¡memt Viat¡mn

In order to compare the sex of the victim and the [pe of charge that results in the

completion of a victim impact statement, all of the cases invol ving avictim impact

statement were examined. If the case involved multiple charges, then only the most

serious was considered.

Table 8: Type of Charge and the Sex of the Victim
Type ofcharge VIS Victims

Freque¡rcv
MaIe

Victims
Female
Victims

Assault 74 39 35
Breach of
Undertakin el CovÍt Order

I 6

Sexual Assault 6 0 6
Break and Enter a

J 2 I
Robbery 3 J 0
Theft Over $5.000 a

J 2 I
Forcible Confinement 2 0 2
Impaired Driving 2 I I
Mischief 2 1 1
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Offences re: a peace
officer

2 I

Utter Threats 2 IFraud
1 I 0Harassing Telephone Calls I 0 Iìvlotor Vehicle Theft 1I 0MurderÀ4an.luughto-

(excluding Motor Vehicle)
1I 0

1

I
I

Theft of q r'rpÃi+ î^-s
I 0t heft Under $5,000 I

1 0Total 112 J3 57

'Murder/I4anslaughter includes: l* degree murder, l.t degree murder prrnishment, 2od degreemurder, 2oddegree murder punishment, manslaughËr, manslaughte. pi""ri,-ã* *d criminal negligence causrng death
Looking at the cases in this fashion, only a few difflerences were found in terms of

sex and type of charge' The first difference involved charges of breach of an undertaking.

seven victims fiied a victim impact statement for breach of an undertaking ; six of the

seven were female' A similar trend was found with the charge of sexual assault. six
victims filed a victim impact statement for sexual assault; all six were female. The

opposite was found with the three charges of robbery. All of the victims were male.

while the number of men and women who fired victim impact statements

regarding assault charges is almost the same (N:39vs.N:35), once this charge is broken

down into different types of assault, interesting trends b"gr¡ to emerge. Five victims filed

a victim impact statement for aggravated assault; all five were mare. The charges of
assault apply force intentionally without consent and assault cause bodily harm also

showed an interesting trend. The charge of assault applyforce intentionally without

consent had twice as many female as mare victims (N:24 vs. N:12) who compreted a

victim impact statement' The opposite hend can be observed in cases involving charges
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of assault cause bodily harm, over twice as many males as females [N:i3 vs. N:5)

completed a victim impact statement.

In terms of the other charges recorded, there were equal numbers of males and

females who had completed victim impact statements. ln other words, neither males nor

females were more or less likely to complete a victim impact statement in cases involvins

those other charges.

Type of charge and tlre Age of a victim lmpact statement victi¡n

As with the [pe of charge and the sex of a victim impact statement victim, for

comparison purposes, in all cases involving multiple charges only the most serious charge

was considered when looking at what age group is most likely to fill out a victim impact

statement for a certain charge.

Table 9: T'ype of Charge and.dge of úhe VÍctim

A few interesting findings emerged in terms of the various types of assault. First,

of the five aggravated assault charges recorded for victim impact statement victims, occur

between the ages of 20-29 (3 cases) and 30-39 (2 cases). Second, of the 3ó recorded

charges of assault apply force intentionally without consent every agerarrgeexcepï

A.ge Range Aggravated
Assault

Assault Apply
Force Without

Consent

Assault Cause
Bodily Ilarrn

Alldssault
Charges

0-17 0 2 0 z
18-19 0 J 0 3
20-29 a

J 11 lt 29
30-39 2 9 2 L9
40-49 0 l0 Áa T9
50-64 0 0 I
65+ 0 0 I I

Total 5 36 18 74
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65+has at least one or more victims who completed a victim impact statement. Third, of
the 1 8 recorded charges of assault cause bodily harm, 1 1 of these were victims in the 20-

29 age category. Finaily, of all the charges laid for the various t51pes of assault (7g in

total), the majorify fall within the 20_29 age category (29\.

ln the three cases involving the charge of fraud, all three victims who completed a

victim impact statement fell in the 0-17 age category. Similarl¡ of all of the victims who

completed a victim impact statement for a charge of failure to comply with a probation

ordeE all three were between the ages of 40 and 49.

vlctlm lmpact statemer¡t Gonrpletion and fulultipge wict!¡ms

Just as the number of charges against an offender varies by case, so too does the

number of victims. Befween March 2002 to February 2003, 15,534 or 90.6o/oof cases

with a victim associated with the file had only one victim listed. The remaini ng 1,72g or

9'4%had multiple victims. The number of cases invoiving multiple victims varies from a

minimum of two victims listed to a maximum of 25 victims for an individuai offender.

Most commonly in cases involving multiple victims, there were two victims per offender.

This was the case in70.3%o of all cases involving multiple victims.

In terms of victims who completed victim impact statements,

victim in 100 or 89.3Yo of the cases. ln the remaining 12 cases or in

there were 2 victims.

there was a single

L0.7% of all cases,

It appears the presence of multiple victims does not influence a victim,s decision

to complete a victim impact statement5.

5 Due to problems associated with compilation of the dataset, the researcher was unable to conduct a chi-
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Sum"nmany of FRISM Ðata

An examination of PRISM data yieided a number of interesting findings. First,

there were more female than male victims recorded on the PRISM database in Manitoba.

In Canada, however, the opposite is true; there are more male than female crime victims.

Second, the Centrai Plains region has the most victim impact statements recorded on

PRISM relative to its population. Further investigation reveals this was the result of a

very proactive victim services worker and two very proactive Crown attomeys in one

region. Also interesting in terms of area of the province was that there were no victims

recorded as having completed a victim impact statement in the Parkland region. This

requires further investigation. Finally, and most surprising, was the number of victims

identified as being domestic violence victims on PRISM. ln the general victim

population 42-2% of victims were identified as domestic violence victims and2g.6%o

where identified as domestic violence victims in the victim impact statement goup.

Further investigation of the PRISM data revealed that the most coÍrmon charge laid

against the offender of these victims was assault; the second most common charge was

breach of a court order.

The PRISM data provided by prosecutions allowed the researcher to get abetter

idea about who is completing a victim impact statement. With the data obtained from the

surveys completed by victims, the writer obtained a better idea of why victims chose to

complete or not complete victim impact statements as well as how they felt about their

experience in the criminal justice system.

square test.
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F|ndfugs fram surveys condr,cted with victim lmpactsfafer¡ren t andfúo¡r-Victim lrnpact Statement Victims
The researcher began the project with an originar sample size of g4

respondents' By the time respondents with incorrect or out of service telephone

numbers were eliminated from the pool of potential respondents only 2g respondents

remained' With these 28 potential respondents, 16 interviews were conducted (10

with victims who had completed a vIS and six with victims who had not completed a

vIS); nine of these 28 respondents (32.r%)had refused to complete the survey and 3

respondents (10'7%) were never able to be contacted despite numerous attempts.

with so few surveys conducted with victims, it is difficult to be able to draw any

sort of meaningful conclusions about victims who decide to complete or not complete a

victim impact statement; however, by reviewing the responses to certain questions on the

survey some general pafterns began to emerge.

Sex of Respor.ldent

An equal number of males and females responded to the surve% g males and g

females' A slightly higher number of males (6) than females (4) who had completed a

victim impact statement responded to the survey. There were slightly more female (4)

than male (2) victims who had not completed a victim impact statement who responded

to the survey. This is similar to the composition of the PRISM group.

Age of Resporndent

The age of the victim was calculated based on the age he or she was at the time

the interview was conducted' Based on this age calculation, the youngest victim who
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completed a teiephone survey was 21 the oldest was 49. In this study, the average age of
a victim who completed a victim impact statement was 33.2 years. The average age of
the victims who completed the survey and did not complete a victim impact statement

was 35'1 years' This also corresponds well with what we found in the pzusM database,

where the average age of an individual who completed a victim impact statement was

34.5 years and the average age of a victim who did not complete a victim impact

statement w as 32.4 years.

Area of the Fnovi'¡ce wf'¡ene Responder¡t Resides
of those who completed a telephone survey, 13 came from winnipeg. The other

three victims came from three different rural areas. one of the three rural victims had

completed a victim impact statement.

Socioeco ¡rorn ic G [.¡aractenlsfi cs

of those surveyed, the majority (13) were employed (10) or students (3). Alr but

five respondents were high school graduates. Interestingly, the majority of respondents

who had completed a victim impact statement had some post secondary education (4) or

were post secondary graduates (3). Also of interest, the majority of respondents (1 1)

identified themselves as caucasian. Two of the respondents identified themselves as

Aboriginal and two other identified themselves as Métis. Finall¡ in terms of marital

status, the majority of respondents (12), identified themselves as being single.
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Gurne¡'¡É [¡rvo[verme¡'¡t of the Respondent !n the cnímrna! JustËceSystem

An overwhelming majority of the respondents who completed a survey (14) were

currently involved in the criminal justice system because the crime committed against

them was a crime against the person. As with the PRISM data, the majority of charges

were charges of assault (4), assault cause bodily harm (3) or aggravated assault (4). other

crimes against the person included sexual assault, stalking and robbery. The remaining

two charges involved crimes against property. one was a chargeof vandalism, the other

was a charge of theft under $5000.00.

The composition of the group surveyed is similar to the average member of the

PRISM group in terms of sex, age, the area of the province in which they reside, and the

type of charge their offender is facing. This gives a bit more weight to the general

characteristics we will be establishing for a victim who decides to complete a victim

impact statement.

F¡'evior¡s Involvement ¡n the Griminal Justice system

The level of prior involvement in the criminal justice system varied greatly among

the victims surveyed. some victims had been previously involved in the justice sysrem as

victims as many as l0 times, while for others it was their first involvement. Most victims

(10) had been previously involved in the criminal justice system as victims of prior

crimes, while six had no previous involvement. of the 10 victims who completed a

victim impact statement, for 4 itwas their first involvement in the criminal iustice
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system. Of the 6 victims who did not complete a victim

previously been a victim of a crime.

impact statement, only t had not

Satisfactiom with Frevlous !¡rvolvement !n the Gnlmlna! "i¡¡stÍce Systenr

For victims who had previous involvement in the criminal justice system, most

often the case involved crimes against the person (5 cases), followed by crimes against

the person and property (3 cases) and finally crimes against property (2 cases). For those

who had previous experience with the criminal justice system, all but two (one victim

who did and one victim who did not complete a victim impact statement for the current

charge) expressed being satisfied with the way they were previously treated by the

criminal justice system. When the two respondents who were dissatisfied were asked

why they were dissatisfied with their previous involvement with the justice system, the

two victims responded: "The justice system is too lighthanded with offenders. The

system leans towards changing the offender rather than punishing the offender.,, and ,,All

the offender gets it a slap on the wrist. There are no victims rishts.,,

seriousness of the offence comrnitted Against tlre victim

All those who were victims of a crime against the person felt the crime

perpetrated against them was veryserious (11) or serious (3). For the two victims who

were victims of crimes against property, one felt the charge was somewhat serious, the

other felt it was minor. Interestingly, although the majority of victims who did not

complete a victim impact statement deemed the crime against them was very serious, they
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still chose not to complete a victim impact statement. For some a previous negative

experience with the justice system could have influenced their decision not to complete a

victim impact statement. Others mayhave thought their statement would not make a

difference and decided not to bother completing one.

Not surprisingly, the majority of victims who did complete a victim impact

statement deemed the crime committed against them as very serious. For some victims it

is important for the court to know that the crime committed against them has affected

them' ln general, one would assume the more serious the crime the more the crime has

affected them and the more they want the court to know that. Therefore, one would

assume that the more severe the crime, the more the victim would want to and be willing

to complete a victim impact statement and/or the police/victim services workers/Crown

attomeys are more proactive in encouraging victims of crimes against the person to

complete a victim impact statement.

Knowing the Offe¡rder

Interestingly, four of the six victims who did not complete a victim impact

statement knew their offender. The opposite was true of victims who completed a victim

impact statement; seven of the 10 reported they did not know the offender. Sometimes its

hard for victims who know their off,enders to face them. They may be embarrassed that

the crime occurred or they may not want to give the offender the satisfaction of knowing

how much what he or she did affected them. In other cases, such as domestic violence,

the victim may not want more severe consequences to be meted out against the offender
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and he or she may feel that letting the court know what residual effects the crime has had

on them may make the situation worse for the offender.

Tneatme¡'¡t by C ni m i ¡"¡a! -j ¡.¡stice Ferso r¡ ne !

Five of the 16 victims surveyed had no other contact with criminal justice

personnel except for their initial contact with police. Most commonly, victims had

contact with the Crown attorney (9). All but one victim was satisfied with hisÆrer contact

with the Crown attorney. Other contacts with criminal justice personnel included: victim

services worker (4); Compensation of Victims of Crime (4); Victim/Witness Assistance

(2); Women's Advocacy Program (2); Remand Centre (1); Mediation Services (1); Crime

Victims' Rights Worker (1). Most victims who had contact with criminal justice system

staffhad contact on 3 occasions although some victims made contact with various

criminal justice personnel over 20 times during the course of their involvement in the

criminal justice system. All victims were satisfied with their contact with criminal justice

personnel and felt that staffwere knowledgeable and easy to talk to. lnterestingly, one

victim who had had contact with various criminal justice personnel on l8 occasions had

not heard of The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program. It appears that victims do

have contact with the criminal justice system but that victim impact statements are not

always being offered to a victim.

Vlctim $atisfaction witÍr Semtee.lcíng

All but one victim who was interviewed knew about the status of the case and, if
applicable, what sentence the offender received. The two mosï common ways victims

were informed of a disposition were being informed by the Crown or a victim services
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worker (5 cases), or personal attendance in court to hear the sentence (4 cases).
I

Interestingly, two victims found out the disposition of their case by reading it in the

paper' The one victim who was not aware of the status of the case claimed not to know

because he was expecting a leffer informing him of the disposition. when it did not

arrive, he was not proactive in inquiring about the disposition. Interestingly, this was a

victim who had completed a victim impact statement. Of note, all but three of the victims

surveyed felt their views were made known to the judge before s/he passed sentence on

the offender.

The group surveyed was equally split in terms of level of satisfaction with the

sentence the offender received. Half were satisfied or very satisfied, while the other half

were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. There was no notable difference in satisfaction in

sentence between victims who had and victims who had not completed a victim impact

statement' The most prominent reason for dissatisfaction with the sentence was that it

was too lenient' Here are just a few of the comments made by dissatisfied victims:

"The sentence was too lenient. I felt that it was just a slap on the wrist.,,

"The sentence was a ioke,,

"He had a past criminar history and because of that he should have been given
a harsher sentence."

"He probably didn't get enough time considering what he did to me,,.
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Victi¡n Attenda¡.¡ce at Gourt ü{earlngs

Exactly half of all victims surveyed attended at least some of the court hearings

related to the case against their offender. The other half attended none. victims who did

not complete a victim impact statement were more likely not to attend court hearings than

victims who had completed a victim impact statement. The real difference between the

two groups came in the frequency of attendance. of the victims who did not complete

victim impact, two reported attending some hearings; one reported attending most of the

hearings and two reported attending all of the hearings.

Victims reported a number of different reasons for choosing to attend or not to

attend court hearings. For those who chose not to aútend hearings, the following two

reasons were given most frequently: "I didn't want to see the offender', and ..I was scared

of the offender"' For those who did attend court hearings the two reasons given most

frequently for attending were: "I was called as a witness." and ,.I wanted to find out what

was going on with my case.',

Vlctims Overal! l-eve! of Satisfaction with the Grin¡lnal Justice System

All victims were asked to report their overall level of satisfaction with the

criminal justice system' Victims tend to be slightly more dissatisfied than satisfied with

the way their case is dealt with in the criminal justice system. Two victims reported that

they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the way their case was dealt with in the

criminal justice system. Six victims reported they were either satisfied or very satisfied

with the way their case was dealt with. Eight victims were either dissatisfied or very

dissatisfied' When these numbers are further broken down, and we iook at victims who
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have and have not completed victim impact statements, we find that victims who have not

completed victim impact statements are more likely to express dissatisfaction with the

way their case was dealt with.
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Satisfaction Level

Neither Satisfied or
Unsatisfied

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

T'ahle l0: vÍctÍm safisfactÍon with the count case

In only two cases did non-victim impact statement respondents express that they

were satisfied with the way the case was dealt with. None of the non-victim impact

statement respondents reported that they were very satisfied with the way the case was

handled.

Victim impact statement victims were as likely to express satisfaction with the

way their case was dealt with as they were likely to express dissatisfaction. In three

cases' victim impact statement victims expressed they were satisfied with the way the

case was dealt with in the criminal justice system. ln one case, the victim expressed that

s/he was very satisfied with the way the case was dealt with. similarly, in three cases

these victims expressed that they were dissatisfied with the way the case was dealt with

and in one case a victim expressed that s/he was very dissatisfied with the way the case

was dealt with. In the remaining two cases involving victim impact statements, victims

expressed neither satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the way the case was dealt with.
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Gount Ðelays and Remands

Al interesting trend emerged when examining the reasons victims were

dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the way their case was dealt with in the criminal

justice system. When victims were asked why they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied,

the majority replied the case took too long to get through the court or there were two

many remands in the case. Here are just a few of the comments victims made:

"There was a lot of remanding. It's frustrating because you build yourself up for
a particular court date then it doesn't happen."

"The case was remanded over ayear before it came to trial!,,

"The case took too long to get to trial.,'

"The case has taken too long to go through court.,'

"They put it [the case] over so many times!',

The data rehieved from PRISM can help give us an idea of exactly what t54pe of

time frames these victims were lookingat. Itprovides information on both the number of

remands and length of time in the system. The time variable is measured form when an

ofÊender is charged with the offence until there is a disposition in the case. Here are the

findings based on that data.

To be able to comment on the differences between victim impact statement

victims and non-victim impact statement victims these two groups were analyzed

separately. First, in the I12 cases involving victims who completed victim impact

statements' there was aî avetage of 6.4 proceedings before the case was disposed. over
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half of the cases (52.7o/o) wercresolved after five proceedings. In 9 cases involving

victim impact statements, the case was resolved at the time of the first court proceeding.

The greatest number ofproceedings recorded was 32. This occurred in 1 case involvins a

victim impact statement.

It appears cases involving non-victim impact statement victims take a bit longer to

proceedthroughthecourt. lnthe lT,ls}casesexamined,therewasanaverage of 7.22

proceedings before the case was disposed. Most of the cases (55.8%) were resolved after

six proceedings. ln 1,476 or in8.6% of the cases involving non victim impact statement

victims, the case was resolved at the time of the first court proceeding.

ln terms of the length of time it takes to resolve a case, in cases involvins victim

impact statement victims it took, on average,770.5 days or 5.6 months before the case

was disposed of. Half of the cases were completed in 113.5 days or 3.8 months. In g% of

the cases, the case was resolved in less than a day. One case took 788 days or 2.I years to

complete.

Cases involving non-victim impact statement victims on average took 32.g days

or one month longer to complete than cases involving victim impact statement victims.

Half of the cases involving non victim impact statement victims took 161 days or 5.4

months to be disposed of. 1¡-8.7% of cases, the case was resolved in less than a dav.

One reason the cases of victim impact statement victims may take less time to

make their way through the court system is because they involve victims who are invested

in the case. ln other words, the victims are willing to come to court to testifu and to do
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whatever it takes to help the Crown get the case to court. However, this is only one

h5lpothesis. This is an area where further research is needed.

Victim lmpact Staterner¡ts

All survey respondents were rcad abrief description of a victim impact statement

and then asked if they had ever heard of a victim impact statement before that d,ay.

Thirteen of the sixteen respondents had heard of a victim impact statement before, yet

only 10 had completed one. When the three victims who knew about the victim impact

statement but did not complete one were asked why they had not, the responses varied.

One victim responded "I didn't think it would make a difference" another said ,.I didn,t

want him to know how what he did afFected me." The third victim said ,,No one ever

sent me one' Besides I don't know if I would [fill one out] for such a minor crime.,,

Just as there were a number of different reasons for not filling out a victim impact

statement, victims gave anumber of reasons for why they did complete a victim impact

statement. Here is a sampling of what victims said:

"Since I couldn't be in the court, I wanted the judge to know the impact this had on
me and my kids."

"Victim services asked me and the Crown requested it.,'

"victim impact statements are the only way to make your views known in court.,,

"I believed the offender would get the proper punishment if I filled one out.,,

When asked if they were satisfied with the victim impact statement process, seven

of the ten victims stated they were satisfied; two of the ten were dissatisfied and one
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vlcllm gave no response. The two victims who were dissatisfied both gave the same

reason for their dissatisfaction; the victim impact staternent form was too restrictive and

did not allow them to say what they wanted the judge to know. one victirn commented:

"I don't like the way [the victim impact statement] is broken down. A one page story

about losses would be beffer. The way it is now I wasn't sure what to put.,, The other

victim commented: "I found the victim impact statement limiting because you can,t say

what you would like to happen to the offender.,,

IVhen asked if they read their victim impact statement in court, six of the l0
respondents responded they had. when asked why they wanted to read the statement in

court, one victim said: "I thought the victim impact statement would have more weight in

the court's decision if I read it personally." Another said: ,,The crown asked me to read

it'" For those who chose not to read the statement some of the reasons included:

"I didn't see any advarúage fto reading it]. It was well written enough and I
would have had to read what I wrote.,i

"I had to work, so I couldn't go to sentencing.,,

"I didn't want to face him. I don't think I could have gotten through it.,,

@ll

victims were also asked if they thought the victim impact statement helped the

court to better understand how the crime affected them. six of the 10 victims responded

yes' When asked how they thought the victim impact statement helped the court,s

understanding of how the crime affected them one victim said: .,The Judge mentioned it
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in his sentencing submission." Another victim responded: "I tried to make it clear what

the impact was on me. I'm not sure if it did [make a difference] because I don,t know

the sentence." A final victim responded: "The victim impact statement let me let the

court know what this did to me and my kids." one of the victims who responded no said:

"I'm skeptical that the court got it or that it was read." Another said: ..I don,t think the

court cares."

The last two questions victims were asked was whether they would recommend

the victim impact statement program to a friend or familymember and whether they

themselves would filI out a victim impact statement again and why. Nine of the 10

victims responded yes to the questions: Would you recommend the program to others?

and Would you fill out a victim impact statement again if you were a victim of a crime?

Seven of these same 10 victims said they would fill a victim impact statement out again

and recommend that their friends and family do the same because of the therapeutic effect

the statement had on them. They said things like "It gets feelings out,, and..It,s good for

the victim to think about what happened. It helps them and makes them more aware of

the consequences of the crime." only one victim would not recommend the program and

would not fillout a victim impact statement again. The reason glven was .,The victim

impact statement doesn't matter. The court doesn,t listen anvïvav.,,

Fontnait of a victim lmpact staternent victirvr

Based on the findings from the pzusM data, as well as the findings from the

analysis of the survey, a portrait of the fypical victim impact statement victim is

beginning to form.
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A fj¡pical victim who completes a victim impact statement tends to be a female

between the age of 20 and 29 who lives in winnipeg. she may not have had any previous

experience with the criminal justice system. If she has had previous experience, it was

likely for a crime against the person and she was likely satisfied with her previous

experience with the criminal justice system. In the current case, she was likely the victim

of an assault, perhaps an aggravated assault or a sexual assault. It is likely that the

offender is facing more than one charge, probably two charges. The second charge may

be a failure to comply with a probation order. Her assailant was not known to her. she

feels the crime committed against her was very serious.

The victim has kept herself informed of the stafus of the case throughout it,s

progression through the criminal justice system. she was likely called as a witness at the

trial and attended some of the court hearings. When it came time for the victim impact

statement to be submitted in court, she probably read the victim impact statement aloud.

she felt that the victim impact statement helped the court to better understand how being

a victim aflected her and was satisfied with the process. If she was a victim again, she

would complete a victim impact statement and if one of her friends or a family member

was a victim of a crime she would recommend the program to them because of its

therapeutic benefit.

our victim may or may not have been be satisfied with the way her case was dealt

with in the criminal justice system. Part of our victim's dissatisfaction may have

stemmed from how long it took the case to get to trial and the number of remands the

case faced as it was moving through the system. The case was likely disposed of within
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four months of it getting to the Crown's office and had about five or six court dates

before it was completely resolved.

In terms of the disposition the offender received, our victim likely knows what it

was and was probably there for the sentencing, if she was not, the Crown likely informed

her of sentence, if any, the offender was given. Our victim is equaily likely to be satisfied

or dissatisfied with the sentence the offender received and this may have also influenced

how satisfied she was overall with the way the case was dealt with in the criminal iustice

system.

ConcXusÍo¡a

Based on the data analysis findings, from PRISM data and the victim surveys, it

appears that several factors influence a victim's decision to complete a victim impact

statement. Sex and age play a statistically significant role in terms of a victim's

willingness to complete a victim impact statement. Changes in the way datais captured

in PRISM may also allow researchers to discover that multiple charges and multiple

victims play a statistically significant role in a victim's willingness to complete a victim

impact statement. Surveys with victims also indicate that ethnicity, education and

emplolT nent status have an effect on a victim's willingness to complete a victim impact

statement. PRISM data indicated area of the province and type of charge laid against the

offender also appear to play a factor in who completes a victim impact statement.

Tracking this information in a different manner would assist with future evaluations of

the program.
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As well as determining factors that influence whether or not a victim completes a

victim impact statement, data analysis also revealed a number of surprising findings

relating to cases involving domestic violence and assault rates in Manitoba. Further

research needs to be done in order to determine the causes for these anomalies. As well,

findings pointed to two major areas that affect victim satisfaction with the couft process:

number of court proceedings and length of court proceedings. perhaps a beffer

understanding of why such a large number of court proceedings are necessary as well as

an explanation of why a case takes so long to get to court, might improve the victim,s

sense of satisfaction with the court proceeding.

Most importantly however, the data analysis findings pointed to multiple areas

where fufure research is needed. In Manitoba, the victim impact statement program is not

streamlined' It appears to be hit or miss whether or not a victim hears about the program,

even if the victim has had contact with criminal justice personnel. The victim must be

proactive if s/he wishes to participate in the program. While forms are available in a

number of locations, if the victim does not ask about the program or express interest in

completing a victim impact statement form, slhe is not offered the option. This issue is

even more evident in different areas of the province. The parkland region does not have

one recorded case of a victim impact statement being completed.

It appears what victims most want to be satisfied with the criminal justice system

is to be informed of the status of the case as it progresses through the criminal justice

system' More work should be done on trying to determine what types of things would

fi'¡rther increase victims' satisfaction. This research should be done at thetime the victim
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is going through the criminal justice process not after. If this is not possible, and a

research project must be completed after a victim was invoived in the system, researchers

should try to conduct the research outside the summer months. V/ith so much of the

contact information being out of date or incorrect after a court proceeding is complete,

being able to contact the respondents you do have proper contact information is very

important' choosing a season when respondents are more likely to be home and available

to complete a survey is advisable.

ln general, this research tends to support the research findings of the three

studies identified in the literature review, victim impact statement programs, including

The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program, do not increase a victim,s overall

satisfaction with the criminal justice system, regardless amendments made to the

program, such as the victim's right to read his or her statement aloud in court. perhaps

with further amendments to the program as well as strides to be more inclusive of victims

in the court system will changes these results.
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Gfilapten 5: Foåicy R.ecsmmendatíons

Although the project did not proceed as planned, a number of policy

recolnmendations can be drawn from the process followed and from the findings of the

research project. Several procedural recommendations have been made in terms of access

to govemment data, PzuSM data and victim services. Areas for further research have

also been highlighted in terms of how provincial victim seryices are delivered as they

relate to victim impact statements and how court delays and backlogs affect

victims'satisfaction with the court process.

Áccess to Government Ðata
one of the biggest obstacles the researcher faced was gaining permission to use

government data to conduct a research project. on May 4, lggg, the Freedom of

Information and Protection of privacy Act (FIppA) became law for Manitoba

government departrnents and agencies. While a worthwhile privacy measure, this

legislation has made conducting research with govemment information very difficult.

FIPPA provides access rights to records of public bodies, including government

departments, Crown corporations and agencies receiving government funding. FIppA

also protects personal information held by these public bodies. In the researcher,s case,

the information being sought frorn the government was the names, addresses and

telephone numbers of recent crime victims in order to determine levels of satisfaction

with the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program.

Because personal information was being sought, the researcher had to adhere to

FIPPA legislation. The researcher was fortunate because she was employed by Manitoba
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Justice atthe time. This allowed more access than would have been available to a

member of the general public. A legal opinion was sought from an attorney from civil
Legal Services to determine what steps were necessary to enable the researcher to conduct

her research project.

After an eight month delay, the attomey suggested two possible methods the

researcher could use to proceed with the project. The first, and most preferable option

was to conduct the project in the context of the researcher's employment with Manitoba

Justice' This option would mean the province would not be providing confidential

information to researchers outside the Justice deparfnent. The information gathered

would be considered as an "in house" project. This option would mean the government

would maintain ownership of their data as weil as any materials produced and, most

importantly, would avoid a lengthyprocess of negotiations over accessing confidential

contact information. The researcher would have control over how the research project

was to proceed and the final report, as she would be the govemment,s lead researcher.

v/ritten permission would be required for the report to be submitted to the university of
Manitoba as a Master,s thesis.

The second option was to approach the project as a member of the general public

under FIPPA legislation. Anyone can make an application to access information under

FIPPA' In order to do so, one would have to obtain and complete an application form

(available on-line) and submit it to the Access and privacy coordinator of the department

most likely to have the records being sought. The Access and privacy Coordinator has 30

days to respond to this request. This is a relatively simple process and has been used

many times; however, this process can onJy be used when requesting documents that will
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not be usod in a research project. If the information being requested is part of a broader

research project, a different process must be followed.

For research purposes, section 47 of FIPPA applies. Under section 47, a request

for disclosure must be made by the researcher to the Minister responsible for the

information being sought in the form of a proposal. The request is then forwarded to a

"Review Committee." If, after being considered the proposal is accepted for disclosure, a

disclosure agreement is granted and an agreement is drafted between Manitoba and the

researcher' According to the attorney from Civil Legal Services, the review committee

process could easily take three to six months to complete, as each of the steps requires

approval from various sources. There are no timelines for a section4T application.

According to the attorney from Civil Legal Services, this Review Committee has vet to be

struck.

Failure to follow the access to information or the review committee process could

result in the researcher not being allowed to continue with his or her project or may

prevent the findings from being published.

Regardless of which route is taken, whenever personal information is disclosed, a

complaint can be made to the ombudsman. Even if the proper process has been

followed, the research may still be in jeopardy if the Ombudsman views the disclosure

critically. Not to mention, it takes extra time to access data through the Ombudsman.

These delays and cumbersome bureaucratic processes make it unlikely for

extensive evaluation of various government programs. There are a number of

government programs like The Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program, that are

clearly in need of review and evaluation. Presently, there is neither a branch in Manitoba
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Justice responsible for evaluation of these programs nor qualified staffor funding

available to be able to evaluate these programs. With the push over the last decade to

include an evaluation component in the development of new programs, this means the

onus would be on outside resources such as social science research firms and university

students to complete this much needed research and that FIPPA requests will necessarily

be processed through a Section 47 application. It also means that the efficacy of these

programs will not be evaluated in a timely manner and that valuable resources that may

be better spent elsewhere will be wasted.

This being the case, a streamlined process must be developed in order to grant

these non-government researchers timely access government datathat falls under FIppA.

Outside researchers, particularly university students will not be able to wait three to six

months for the review committee process to complete. As a result, the researcher

proposes the following two policy recommendations.

Recommendation 1: That Manitoba.Iustice strike a,,Review Committee" charged
with reviewing applications under FrppA to encourage the use of data and
exanrin ation of existing systems/programs.

R.ecommendation 2z ThatManitoba.Iustice establish via policy directives dates,
rnonthly or as needed, for this committee to meet to encourage speedy access to data.

PRiSfW Ðata

Prosecution Information System Management (PRISM), a prosecution database,

was used in this project to collect the names addresses and telephone numbers of all

victims who had and had not completed a victim impact statement between March2002

and February 2003. The first indication of aproblem with PRISM data occurred when
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then names addresses and telephone numbers for only 84 victims could be located in the

PRISM database.

Although PRISM has been capturing data since 1996, thesystem has been

enhanced a number of times to give it the capability of capturing additional data.

Capturing victim information and the indication of whether or not a victim completed a

victim impact statement are relatively new enhancements that were only made within the

past three years. Also new is regional areas in Manitoba having access to the pRISM

system. when the system was first established it was limited to winnipeg.

Enhancements to the PRISM system are only effective if staff enter the additional

information into the systern. The current process has victim impact statements being

submitted to the Crown's office and being entered onto the PRISM database by support

staff. Winnipeg Prosecutions has a reputation ofbeing an understaffed working

environment in terms of both support staffand Crown attorneys. As evidenced in the

2001 Ernst and Young Evaluation of Winnipeg Prosecutions, there are indeed some

workload and staffing issues present (Ernst and Young ,2001). This leads the researcher

to suspect that perhaps not all victim impact statements submitted to the Crown's office

are being entered into the PzuSM system. Sometimes victim impact statements are not

submitted to the Crown's office at all. Rather they are handed to the Crown attorney just

prior to a sentencing hearing. Some victim service workers encourage victims to submit

their victim impact statements after a finding of guilt, so that the statement is not

disclosed to the defence prior to this finding, This could mean victims would submit to

the Crown a copy of their statement right after a finding of guilt and directiy following

this a sentencing hearing would take place. In this scenario, the victim impact statement
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v/ould simply be placed on the Crown file and would likely never be entered into pRISM.

So' although a victim impact statement was completed, the PRISM database would not

reflect this fact. As well, Section 722.2 (2) of the Crimínal Code (Canada) states: .,On

application of the prosecutor or a victim or on its own motion, the court may adjourn the

proceedings to permit the victim to prepare a statement referred to in subse ctionTZ2(l), if
the court is satisfied that the adjoumment would not interfere with the proper

administration ofjustice". It is not known how often this occurs, as this is an issue that

goes beyond the scope of this project. Again in this scenario a victim impact statement

would have been submitted to the court and placed on the Crown file but would likely not

have been recorded on the PRISM database; however, the victim would have in fact

submitted a statement. Manitoba Justice is currently examining the possibilify of

outfitting all court offices and circuit court locations with computer access and access to

PRISM. If this were to proceed, it is possible that more information, including whether

or not a victim completed a victim impact statement would be entered into the PRISM

database.

Another issue is that most of the victim information entered into pRISM comes

directly from police reports. Depending on the amount of time that has lapsed between

the time the crime was committed and the time the case is prosecuted, this victim

information may change. For instance, a victim maymove between the time the offence

took place and the time of trial. In this case PRISM records would not reflect the victim,s

current address. This is another problem the researcher ran into. with the

implementation of the Víctims' Bítl of Righrs in 2001, and the creation of crime victim

rights workers (CVRW), this should be less of an issue, as CVRW are chareed with
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working with victims of designated criminal code offences. The CVRW have access to

PzuSM and complete a great deal of their work on this system. These positions were new

when research for this project was being completed. Since the research was completed.

additional CVRW have been hired by the province.

R.ecommendation 3: The workXoad of prosecutions support staff should be
monitored to ensure they have the time necessary to enter appropriate data into
PRTSM.

R.ecommendation 4: dnyone who is responsÍble or is capable of, entering data into
PRISM should undergo fraining. Staff should periodically he re-traine¿ to ensure
that they are aware of altr PRrsM functions and any enh¿¡ss¿ functions
irnplemented sÍnce thein last training. Most Ímportantly, all staff should be
Ínformed of what inforrnaúion they are responsible for data entering or updaúfurg.

R'ecomrnendafio¡r 5: T'hat PR.ISM undengo periodÍc qualíûy control checks to
correct errors and orrrissío¡ls.

victirn amd case Gharacterísfícs Requiring Further Resea¡'cfi

A close examination of the PRISM data revealed two specific areas requiring

additional research in terms of victim impact statement and non-victim impact statement

victims. It appears from the researcher's findings that areaof the province in which the

victim lives has an impact on whether she/he completes a victim impact statement. Three

areas have poor utilization of victim impact statements. The Parkland region had no

victim impact statements submitted, Eastern Manitoba had two victim impact statements

submitted and Norman had three victim impact statements submitted. These a¡e three

regions which shouid, according to their victim population sizes, have alarger number of

victims submitting victim impact statements. It could be that, as we have already

discussed, the Crown ofñce staff, Crown attorneys and victim services workers have not

been trained, are over worked or are simply una\ryare of their responsibilify to enter this
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data' It could also be that victims are simply not being made awaÍeof their right to

complete a victim impact statement. A second revelation from the data and potential area

of concern is the possibility that victims, especially in Northern Manitoba, are not

completing victim impact statement because of language barriers.

R.ecornrnendation 6: [n order to ensure the best possible service to victims, fut ther
research should be conducted to attempt to understand why so few victims submit
victirn imFact statements in regional Manitoba, particularly in the Farkland,
Eastrnan and Norrnan regions.

R.ecom¡nendation 7: Since a language barrier Ís a concern when it comes to victims
being abtre to obtain jrestice related services, such as the victim impact statement
program, partÍculartry ín Northern Manitoba, Manitoba Justice should make every
effort to hire a victim servÍce worker(s) capable of speaking cree, ojibway and
other,A.boriginal languages, as necessary.

Recammendations sternming fro¡n lnterviews witk viatims

The most common concern cited by victims who were interviewed bythe

researcher was the number of court delays and remands their case was subjected. The

length of time it took for a victim's case to proceed through the justice system caused

crime victims to feel dissatisfied with the criminal justice system. According to pRISM

data,it takes, on average,7.22 proceedings and 5.6 months before a case is disposed of.

R'ecommendation 8: In an effort to improve victim satisfaction with the justice
system, Manitoba Justice should undertake a more detailed review of court delavs
and backlogs and attempt to find a solution to this problem.

Another concern stemming from the interviews with victims included public

knowledge of the existence of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement program.'When

interviewed, more than one victim stated they had never heard of a victim impact

statement. Aiso of concem was that many victims were not aware of their right to read

their victim impact statement aloud in court. One victim claimed she would have liked to
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read her victim impact statement but the Crown told her there was no time. Luckily, the

judge asked the victim if she wanted to say anything. She was then permitted to make her

views known.

R'ecommendatíon 9: In accordance to section 3(d) of the WctÍms' BiU of Ríghf.s,law
enforcement must ensure that vÍctims are made a\#are of theÍr right to cornplete a
victim impact statement. Manitoba,Iustice should ensure law enforcement are
complying with this section. Further, Manitoba Justice should ensure that when
contacted, victim servÍces workers be proactive in reiterating this right to victÍms
and to inforrn victims who do not faII under the list of designated offences of their
right to complete a victim impact statement and of their right to read a victim
impact staternent aloud in court.

R.ecom¡nendation L0: Crown attonneys and judges should be rerninded through
retraining on all aspects of the vÍctim innpact statement program of the victimrs
right to read his/her victim impact statement aloud i¡l court.

Co¡lclusion

While the evaluation of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program did not

proceed as planned, it did manage to higtrlight a number of key areas that should be

examined through future research. It also pointed to a number of areas where

improvements could be made so that fufure crime victims have amore satisfactory

experience with the criminal justice system. It is hoped Manitoba Justice will take the ten

recornmendations above under advisement and help make the Manitoba Justice System

more victim friendlv.

Summary of Findings and Gonclwding Remarks

Over the past four decades strides have been made to assist crime victims

invoived in the criminal justice system. One of the most significant initiatives involved

grmting victims a participatory role in the justice system, beyond being a Crown witness,

is the victim impact statement program.
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Victim impact statement programs offer victims a voice in the criminal justice

system by allowing them to describe, in their own words, how a crime has affected them

physically, emotionally, and financially. By allowing crime victims to participate in this

way, the expectation is that their satisfaction with the criminal justice process will

improve. The aim of this study was to show just that, an increased satisfaction with the

criminal justice system by those victims who chose to participate in the program. What

was leamed instead is that although there is a victim impact statement program in place in

the province of Manitoba, increased awareness of the program and justice system buy in

are necessary before any sort of research can be conducted on victim satisfaction with the

program.

While the project proved unsuccessful in being able to demonstrate victim

satisfaction with both the criminal justice system and the victim impact statement

program, it did allow the researcher the opportunity to identifii areas of improvement for

the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program so that this may one daybe possible.

What became obvious as a result of this prqect is that sex, age, area of the

province and victim status all influence a victim's decision to complete a victim impact

statement. This finding indicates situations where a more proactive approach needs to be

taken with victims by criminal justice personnel. As well, the project was able to identifli

areas where further research is needed. Interesting findings surrounding the number of

cases involving domestic violence and the high number of assault cases in Manitoba point

to areas where further research should be conducted. As well, two major areas that affect

victim satisfaction were identified through interviews with crime victims both the number
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and length of court proceedings were found to influence how satisfied a victim felt with

her/his involvement in the criminal justice system.

It was not only the data collected that pointed to areas where improvements

needed to be made to the justice system. Data collection for the project revealed several

areas where improvement would benefit both crime victims and those wishing to improve

their plight through research. Research was hindered for this project due to the lack of

proper procedures being in place for those outside govemment who wish to use

government data to conduct their projects. The government and crime victims could

benefit greatly by having procedures in place to make accessing government data easier

for researchers. Victims could also benefit if small procedural changes were made in

order to ensure data is being properly entered into the PRISM database and that PRISM is

capturing all of the information it should. Finally, the govemment needs to ensure that

victims and justice officials are aware of the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program

and their responsibilities under that program. The program can only be successful if it is

used and accessed as it was intended to be.

While the project did not succeed in its initial aim of determining whether or not

the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program played a role in victim satisfaction with

the court process, it was able to point to areas where the system needs to target its

approach and change its procedures in order to ensure that victims are able to get the best

possible benefits from the Manitoba Victim Impact Statement Program.
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APpËrumffi A

CrimínaÏ Code: Section 7å}-Yietim lmpact Staternemts

Section 722 of the Criminal Code (Canada) states:

(1) For the purpose of determining the sentence to be imposed on an offender whether the
offender should be discharged pursuant to section 7306 inrespect of any offence, the
court shall consider any statement that may have been prepared in accordance with
subsection (2) of a victim of the offence describing the harm done to, or loss suffered by.
the victim arising from the commission of the offence.

(2) A statement referred to in subsection (1) must be

(a) prepared in writing in the form and in accordance with the procedures
established by a program designated for that purpose by the Lieutenant Govemor
in Council of the province in which the court is exercising its jurisdiction; and

(b) filed with the courr

(2.1) The court shall, on the request of a victim, permit the victim to read a statement
prepared and filed in accordance with subsection (2), or to present the statement in any
other manner that the court considers appropriate.

(3) Whether or not a statement has been prepared and filed in accordance with subsection
(2), the court may consider any other evidence concerning any victim of the offence for
the purpose of determining the sentence to be imposed on the offender or whether the
offender should be discharged under section 730.

(4) For the purposes of this section and section 722.2, "victim", in relation to an offence,

(a) means a person to whom harm was done or who suffered physical or
emotional loss as a result of the commission of the offence; and

ft) where the person described in paragraph (a) is dead, ill or otherwise incapable
of making a statement referred to in subsection (1) includes the spouse or any
relative of that person, anyone who is in law or fact the custody of that person or
is responsible for the care or support of that person or any dependant of that
person.

osection 
730 of the Criminal Code (Canada) relates to Absolute and Conditional

Discharses.
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Section 722.1 states

The clerk of the court shall provide a copy of a statement referred to in subse ction721(I),
as soon as practicable after a finding of guilt, to the offender or counsel for the offender
and to the prosecutor.

Section 722.2 states

(1) As soon as practicable after afinding of guilt and in any event before imposing
sentence' the court shall inquire of the prosecutor or a victim of the offence, or any person
representing a victim of the offlence, whether the victim or victims have been advised of
the opportunity to prepare a statement referred to in subse ction722(r).

(2) On application of the prosecutor or a victim or on its own motion, the court may
adjoum the proceedings to permit the victim to prepare a statement referred to in
subsection 722(l) or to present the evidence in accórdance with subsection 722(3), if the
court is satisfied that the adjournment would not interfere with the proper administration
ofjustice.
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ffiffæ rs m g s w p p ø ffi, æ s s Ë sta øa cæ æ m d i ræfø rsxn aÊi æ m.
bffhat Ës a WicËtm fmpac* Sta erment?

As a victim of crime, you have a right to
submit a Victim Impact Statementão the
court. It is your way to tell the court
how being a victim has affected you.
The statement is your descriptioä of the
emotional, physical and financial harm
the crime has had orÌ you.

Your statement will not be used in deciding
guilt or innocence. Howeve4 the judge
may consider it when sentencing a g"n y
parry.

Whc mtay make æ Vãc&im fi¡mpaa&
Sta{:e¡memÉ?

Arry victim of crime may prepare a
statement. If the victim is decèased or is
incapable of províding a statemenf a
spouse/ a relative or a guardian mav d.o it.
If the victim is a minol, the child,s parent
or legal guardian may complefe a
statement on their beha_lf. Business owners
whose businesses have been affected bv
crime may also prepare a statement. '
Someone else may help you write your
rt"t-"î"lt as long as only your flroughts
and feelings are written down.

WËrem shou¡8d ! wrste uæy 1/Ee€ñem
6mpac€ Statem,¡emÉ?

You can write a'd forward yow statement Any request by the media or a member ofto the Crown attomey's offiie once a the generar pubric for an acfuar copy ofcharge is taid. yo,rivi"ti*'l*p"*Ër*åìi, øn--!""'

-"á\-
Ã,ãanåtobs&" nz

Wha* hapBens to rmy VFet6m ãm.npaet
State¡,neret afÉen B s¡.¡brmtt üÉ?

Once your statement has been submitted
the content of your statement will be
reviewed. Your statemerit will then be
disdosed. Disclosure means that the
Crown attomey must forward a copv of
youl Vìciim Impact Statement to tt-r"
accused ffidlor their lawyer.

Upon a firdirg oÍ gatlt, but before
sentencing the Crown attomey will file
your statement with the clerk ãf the court.
At this time, the defence may wish to and
is allowed to cross examine vou on
comments youhave made in your VTcfim
knpact Statement.

Þo E hal¡e to make a l/ãc&E¡rr drmpaeÉ
Statememt?

No. It is your droice whether or not to
make a statement.

WEß{ arayoøne eHse see m?y statememÉ?

Yes. The Victim Impact Statement is not
confidential Once the statement is filed
{t open court it becomes a public
document and may be entered as an
exhibit. Dscræsions of the content of vour
staternent rnay be presented and recorded
on fhe court record.

Ces rense¡gnements sonl également offerts en franQais. ffirlr@Fnffi
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before a judge v¡ho r,r.ill decide if the
rcquest will be granted. The oimina_l
justice persortnel in charge of processing
youl statement will also know the content
of it.

eæm Ë smaE<e changes to my VFcÉãrm
SrmpacË S*atemnea"¡t?

Yes. You can submit a second imnact
statement that will be aftached tô vour.
original statement. The original ståtement
carmot be taken bad< or changed once it
has been filed with the court.

You can keep notes about how the crjme
confinues to affect you and include the
i¡formation in yotu update.

[s tËrene imforamatEos,q Éhæt I s&roaã[d
mo* pc*t in nn3¿ staÊememt?

Yes. You should not comment on the
details of the offer-rce or say what sentence
'.1ìe judge should impose. You should not
criticize the offendet the judge, the Crown
attomey or the defence lawyer. Such com-
ments may cause the coufi to refrrse your
statement. Youl statement is on]l' abóut úre
eflect the ai¡e has had on you.

It is possible that your statement rnay not

unable to attend courf the judge may let
you r,ead yoru'statement in another wav
that the coult considers appropriate. This
might indude a video or àu¿iõ recording.

Can a vEeÉñm¡¡ åmrpaaÉ state¡ment be
fEãed at @tfter hearimgs?

Yes. \4{rere an accused person is found
not o:inù'rally responsible because of a
mental disorde4 a court oi.Review Board
will deal with the accused. As a victim, vou
may fiIe your statement with the court- ár
Review Boald.

The National Parole Board can also
consider a Victirn Impact Statement at a
parole hearir-rg.

Where aam E ge* ê VE€ÉiBæ ß¡¡npaeg
Statement Forrm?

The forms are available from your local
Cror,rryr Ofice or a Crime Victim Riehts
Worker'.

For mol'e infolmatiorl or help in preparing
q ViS* Impact StâtemenL pleasö coirtact"
the Cro\,'n aftorney or a Crime Victim
Rights Worker (seé the other side for a list
of telephone nurlbers).

be used in court if it contai¡s iunPloPef
information.

Fãow wEü[ Émy stateÅ,ÞterÌt he presented
to the €@uÉ'É?

The Crown attomey wilt file your Victim
Impact Statement with the cou¡t. The cour.t
derk will distuibute your.statement to the
judge aftel the accused has been fou¡d
guiJty but before sentencing.

eam ü nead my statemem{: ån aou¡-g?

Yes. You ca¡ tell the Crown attornev if vou
want to present youï statement aloua t-o
the couit. When you read your.statanenf
you camot change or add to it ir any way.
Lr some situations, such as when you are"
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Vicúim lmpact Stateme¡rt Fon-na

Tfuæ WæmwÊæfuæ WwæÊwm WmpææÊ,
%ËæEæwæffiÊ, Wrægwæm

ffiwwffiæWwwæ%

ffi, t ^ 
victjm who has experienced a

l*?crime, you have dre right to co¡nnlele
a Victim lmpact Statement]The followinE
information ]ras been developecl to assist"
you,in descr.ibing the impacfthat the crjme
has had on vou.

tt is lmportant that you use the attached
\nctim Impact Statement,For.m ald follow
these guidelines for completing it. A_lso,
please see the Fact Sheetbn thã Manitoba
\¡ictim Impact Statement prograrn.

ÊffiformaÉEen tÄtarï yrorx shoc¿Ëd Êsqc[c¿de
{ft y@Lsr statement:

A Victim Impact Statement speaks onlv
to the emotionaf physical u",ä f¡.,ur-rCá
impact the cr-ime has had on you. It is
possible that your.statement may not
be used by the cour.i if you inciude
information thai is not iupposed to bc in
the statemeni'.

\44reir w¡iting your statement, you shou_ld:
w Give detai-ls of any physicaì and/or.

emotional injuries you have su-ffered
because of the crime

m Outline any freatment or therapy you
rnay have received or needed

g Give details of any fürancial loss yotr
may have suífered. This may urciude
but is not lirnited to:
o the cost of insurance deductibles
. time lost from rt¡ork
. medical expenses not covered by

insuIillCe

W
,-æ*-

fvKæmåcCIbæ W'

ürÊ y@6tr sÉætemem€" youx rnust notl
F; Comnent on üre offender's behaviour

or draracte4 except to desoibe how rhe
crime has a_ffected you

w Say rvhat sentence the judge should
impose

ø Complain about how the police, Croum
attorney, defence lawyer or judge has
handled the case

ffi Describe l-row the crirne has affected
other peoplg except to say horv thc
crune has chaiged your relafionships
\4ttn oüÌers

u l:rdude photographs or.medical reporis.
Thesc should be given to the Crormr
attorney

Nore: you may be called upon to testify in court
and be asked questions about your Victim tmpact
Statement. lf you provide any conflicting or false
information, this nray have a negåtive im-pact on
Ûìe oulcome of the case.

The VEetErm firmpaet Statememt 6s
met eo¡*fEdemtËæf

O- nce your statement has been submitiecl,
the content of ¡,r611t statement will be
rer¡iewed. Yoi¡¡ statement will their be
disclosed. Disdosu¡e means that the
Crown aftomey must forward a copv of
yotu'Victim Impact Statement to thä
accused and/or their lawyer.

Once the statement has been filed in open
court it becomes a public document arid
djscussiolrs around the content of your.
statement may be presented and recorded
on the courl'record.

Ces renseígnements soni également offerts en francais
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Because we may need to contact you again about your Victim rmpact statement, preaseprovide us with the following personal information. The prosecutions Branch of ManitobaJustice is collectirrg this information from you undertne auttrãiiiyãttñe v¡ctim tmpactstatement Program lt will be used to carry out and administer the provisions of the C¡6nalcode (canada) respecting Victim lmpact siaiements, The Manitoba'viai,-,.ì lmpact statenrentProgram and lhe Victims' Bill of Righß of Manitona.

Your personal information.is,protected by The Freedom of lnformation and protection ofPrivacy Ac't (FIPPA) of Manitoba. we canÁot use your information ioiuny o¡-,u,. purposewithout your consent, unress the raw permits ft ór requires it. we canÀoi share yourinformation outside Manitoba Justice without your consent, unress the law permits orrcquires tltis' lf you have any questions about the collection of this information, piease
contact your local cror¡vn's office at one of the numbers listed below-
Note; This infornration will not be submitted wilh your Vicrim lnrpact staterîent to the courl.It is not iniended to be accessed by the offende r and/or their lawver:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Keep us informed ubor,J:T.1q9l:::,:"d tetephone number. This informarron is necessaryso we can contact you about your statement unl ygyr^._rse. prease report any changes by'calling your local crownb office or i-966-4v¡cïnn (t-eoe-ee q-ze+s{-

BIRTH DATE: /
DAY 

_ 
ÍVOI,ITH -___YEAR

* By provid¡ng us with your date of biñh, we can ensure that your stâtenìen¡ /s ä11¿c/5ed to the right caurl f¡le

TELEPHONE NUMBER(5):

Ces renseignements sont également offerts en franca¡s 131
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Wfrem eornpleted pfease fonwand {:o tfie erowr.¡

Na¡me of vtcttsm:

Folice fs¡eide¡rt Nurnher; Date of offer.lee:

Fofiiee Force the ineide¡nt was neponüed to:

ehanges (if [<erow¡r]:

Name CIf offende¡"(if t<¡¡ornyn):

ïbwm, eüfir or eomsmustfrty uvf.aere the

Re[etÊoç,lshøp to the offemder (üf ar*yg:

@û óoc 9 eçoôG QOè oË t (Ìcoe0c @o0co o+0oGgcc@ée e éoo 6r.rè Éoq o ooq ce È <,, a øgþ

You can ask to read your statement in court. if you wourd rike to do so, preasecheck the following box:

I I wish to read nay statement a[CIs.¡d im aou¡¡t
Flease filote: The court will be informed if you wish to read your Victim lmpact statement in courl; howeveçif you are not present at tlre hearing, sentericiÀg will proceed.

ÓgGoeGÓç6øoccq'oeoIô"ataaagoeeooe6eoeeoøeeÕú6ùoc,ôôøc)(itó4oôúeeÞ6GGoÕGo¡

{f youl are r¡ot tü'le dinecli vietir'¡'r" püease i¡rdiaate why your $rave conrpleted tËiisstatenlen't and youn netatiomshãp to the victåm"

Name:

Relationship to the victinr:

Reason:

ineEdent oacu¿rned:

&åaxsåÉøbæ @

attorney's of,fice



Pg-ËAsË CTMPLETE T¡-¡E FOLLOWIzuG SËET'lOrus
(Please print or write clearly. lf you need more space, please attach additional pages.)

1- Ernotional trnpacfi Please describe how the crime has affected you emotionally.
Consider the effect of the crime on your life. For example:

' emotions, feelings and reactions
ø spiritualfeelings
* lifestyle and activities
* relationship with your partnel spouse, friends, famiry or colleagues* abilitV to work, study or attend school
* counselling or therapy provided

/-" Fhysüea[ tmçaact: Please describe any physical irrjuries or disabilities that you suffered
because of the crime. For example:
* pain, hospitalization, surgery you have experienced because of the crime
ø treatment, physiotherapy and/or medication you have received* ongoing physical pain, discomfort, illness, scarring, disfigurement or

physical restriction
*' need for fufther treatment, or expectation that you will receive further treatment
{e permanent or long-term disability

IJJ



3' Fina¡rcia! In'rpacff Please describe any financial or properly losses that resulted fromthe crime. For example:
* the value of any properly that was lost or destroyed and the cost of repairsor replacement
ø insurance coverage and the amount of the deductibre you paid* financial loss due to missed time from work* the cost of medical expenses, therapy or counselling* any costs not covered by insurance

H:,':^y:1 1gg]ication 
for financiar compensarion or resrirution. rf you wish to

_?äf_ 3: Sili,iffî 1,* : i :? ?:î,i jl. 
". "_rr "^ry 1o¡ io l .v 

i ai,,,ír cr i,ä el.o sl-u,aL204-945-0899 (Winnípeg) or roll free: 1 _eoo_ZAZ_gzM. ff"y-o'u'*,j-, i" il;ril:ïil,
:.,',tjilïå:.?i,åi¿!; 

VicrimAiVirness Assistance prosrarn afr zo4_e45_3súiwinnipes)

4' ot[ren eomn'¡ents or csneerr¡s; Please clescribe any other concerns that have arisenas a result of the crime. For example:
e other ways your life has changed because of the crimeø how you feel about contact with the offender
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IMP0RTATT: when you submit your Victim lmpact statement to the
crown attorney your statement will be disclosed. this means a copy of your

statement will be forwarded to the accused and/or their lawyer.

The statements that I have made above are true to the best of mv knowredoe.
I utrderstand that this information wiil be submined to the otr.njulåiil;;j;*y.,
and may be submitted to the court if there rs a sentencing hearing. I understano
that I may be called upon to testify in couri if any information in tiis viai.,ri¡¡pua
statement is questioned. I also understand that ii this statement is filed in ópãncoutl, it becomes a public document and discussions around the content of'tñe
statement may be presented and recorded on the courl record. r am submiting
this statement voluntarily.

SEgrnature of VEctüm: Date:

Ë¡åeæse eormpüete tËte foEfor¡¡ung [f tracÌsfætËoffn serurãees were provËded rn t[nepreparatåon of thËs s,eatesment:

I did faithfully and to the best of my ability translate and interpret in the
--___-_____.-._ ianguage, the contents of this Victirn lmpact
named herein, who indicated an understandinq of the

Staiement to the viciim
said contents.

Name: Occupation:

[t!ote: Community and Youth Correctional seryices may use your Victim lmpact statement when writingPre-sentence repofts, or for other case management purposés. Pre-sentence Reports are used by the judgewhen deciding on an appropriate sentence fõr the offender.

fi[otice about personal infornration and personal health inforn¡ation.
Tlre personal infornration and personal lrealth information on this form is collected by the prosecutions
Branch of Manitoba lust59 u¡.!e¡ that authority of rhe Criminal coae rcaÀa¿a), tne üictim r,.nprå.*Statement Program and lhe Victims' Bilt of Rights of Manitoba. lt will òe used and disclosed as statedon this form.

Your personal information and personal health irrformation are protected by The Freedom of Informatrcnand Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) of Manitoba and rhe persànal Health informut , ¿i tprlrni äiManitoba' we cannot use your information for any other purpose without your consent, unless the lawpermlts tt or requires it. we cannot share your information outside Manitobã iustice without youi.consent,
unless the law permits or requires this,

[f Srou have any questions @r €@neernsehout youn Victim.l trnrpaet Stateme¡.¡t"
contasf a enowm attorney or a eri¡ne Victüårn RiEhts Worker at tfie

number(s) provided on the Fersonal lnfon¡natlon sheet.
Ces renseignemenis sont également offe¡ts en français. 135
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APPENDD(D

program Theory

Victim Impact Statement

_-Program wISP¡

Victim becomes aware ofthe
VISP from police or other

mgâns

Victim completes and
submirs a VIS to the VISp

Victim's WS is considered by
Judge during sentencing phasã

of tiai

Goal:
An overall level of vict'.n

satisfaction with
Court System
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I/ictim ãmpact Stafemexrt Telephone Survey

Hello, may I speak to . My name is

ffi 
"',?ilf 

,'åiäi¡J*Hi#ÍTl'if ,i:ì'f :*'åi,'H''o
conducting a survey looking at victims' experiences with the criminaljustice
system.

A Did you receive that letter?
Yes (1) [go to B/ No (2) [go to A1] Don't know (T) tgo to A1l

A1 I'd like to send you a second copy of the letter. Can I have your
mailing address? Yes (1)

I or one of my colleagues will be calling you again in a
few weeks, once you have had a chance to read the
letter.

No (2 )[End lnterview]
No response (8,) [End lnterview]
Not applicable (9)

B Have you had a chance to read the letter?
Yes (1) [go to C/ No (2) [go to 81]

tsî lt is very important that you read the letter before participating in
our survey. can I call you back in a couple of days once you've
had a chance to read the letter? yes (1) No (2,) [End tnterview]
Not applicable (9)

G Do you have any questions about the information contained in the letter?
Yes (1) No (2)

Your name was selected for this survey because you were identified by Manitoba
Justice as a recent victim of crime. This survey should take no longer than 20-30
minutes to complete. lf you have time I would like to ask you a few questions
about your experience. Would you be willing to answer some questions? Yes (1)
No (2,) [End lntervíew] Not applicable (9) Your answers will be kept strictly
confidential and you are free to refuse to answer any of the questions. Do you
have the time to complete the survey now? Yes (1) No (2) Not applicabte (9)
If NO, When would be a good time to phone back?
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I would like to begin by asking you a few general questions about your past
involvement in the Crimínal Justice System. These questions are limited to
victimization and not to any offences for which you may have been charged.

Qî. Have you ever been a victim of a crime?
Yes(l) [goto Q.2JNo (2) [End tnteruiew] Don't know (7) tEnd tnterviewl
No response (B/ [End lnteruiew] Not applicable (9)

Q2. Before this most recent incident, had you been a victim of crime who was
involved in the criminaljustice system?
Yes (1) lgo to o. 2A] No (2) [go to o. 3/ Don'r know (7) tgo to e. s]
No response (B) [go to O. 3/ Not appticable (9)

QzA. How many times have you been involved in the criminaljustice
system as a victim?

,;*r""-åi¡J?:8#,"'
No response (88) [go to e.2C]
Not applicabte (99)

Q2B. What crime(s) was (were) committed against you?
[name of crime]

[name of crime]
[name of crime]

Don't know (77)
No response (88)
Not applicabte (99)

Q2C. Overall, were you satisfied with the way you were previously treated
by the criminaljustice system?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (z) No response (s) Not applicable (9)

I would now like to ask you a few questions about the most recent incident and
your current experience with the criminaljustice system.

Q3. In this most recent incident, what was the offender charged with?
[cross check with Crown database and record only the most serious
chargel
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Q4. How serious do you feel the offence committed against you was? your
options

are:
Very serious (1)
Serious (2,)

Somewhat serious (3)
Fairly minor (4)
Minor (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Q5. Did you know the accused before the current incident occurred?
Yes (1) [go to Q.íA] No (2) [go to e.6]
Don't know (7) [go to e.6] No response (8,) [go to e.6]
Not applicable (9)

QsA. How did you know the accused? were they /Rea d optionsl?
Friend (1)
Family member (2)
Neighbour (3)
Parlner (4)
Acquaintance (5)
Other [please specify]
Don't know (77)
No response (88)
Not applicable (99)

Q6. what was the outcome of the court case? [Read responses/
Case Stayed (1) [go to Q.T]
Offender plead guilty (2)[go to e. 6A]
Offender found guilty (S) [go to e. 6A]
Offender found innocent (4) [go to e. T]
Offender found not criminally responsible (5) [go to e. 6A]
Don't know (7) [go to Q. 7]
No response (8) [go to A. T]
Not applicable (9) fgo to Q.T]

Q6A, Do you know what sentence the offender was given?
Yes (1) [go to Q. 6A{ No (2)[go to Q.6A4]
Don't know (7) [go to Q. T] No response (S) [go to e. T]
Not applicable (9) [go to Q. 7]
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Q641. were you present in court at the fime of sentencing?
Yes (1) [go to Q.683] No (2) Don,t know (7)
No response (8) Not appticabte (9)

Q6A2.How do you know what sentence the offender was
given?

[Probe: How did you find out?]

Don't know (77)
No response (SS)
Not applicable (99)

Q643. How satisfied were you with the sentence the
offender received? Were you [Read options]?
Very satisfied (1) [go to e.7]
Satisfied (2) [go to e.7]
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3 ) [go to e.7]
Dissatisfied e) [go to e.7]
Very Dissatisfied (S) tgo to e.Tl
Don't know (T) [go to e.7]
No response (S) [go to e.7]
Not applicable (9) [go to e.7]

QGA4. why do you not know the sentence the offender was
given? IPR9BE: ls there a particurar reason why you don't
know?l

Don't know (77)
No response (BS)
Not applicable (99)

QZ. Were you called to be a witness at the trial?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't Know (7) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)
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Q8.

Qe.

lf I asked how much you attended court, would you say that you attended:
All of the court hearings related to your case (1) [go to A. 9]
Most of the court hearings related to your case (2) [go to O. g/
Some of the court hearings related to your case (3) [go to O. g/
None of the court hearings related to your case (4) [go to e. BA]
Don't know (7) [go to Q. 9]
No response (8) [go to A. 9]
Not applicable (9) [go to A. 9]

QBA' what was the rnost impoftant reason you chose not to
attend court

hearings? [PR9BE: ls there a particutar reason that stands
out in your mind why you didnT attend?l

Don't Know (7)
No response (S)
Not applicabte (9)

overall, how satisfied were you with the way your case was dealt with in
the criminaljustice system? Were you [Read responses]?
Very satisfied (1) [go to Q.10]
Satisfied (2) [go to Q.10]
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3,)

Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7) [go to Q.l0]
No response (8) [go to A.10]
Not applicable (9)

QgA. why were you DissatisfiedA/ery Dissatisfied? tpRoBE: was there
a particular reason you felt dissatisfied?l

Don't know (77)
No response (88)
Not applicable (99)
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Q10. How satisfied were you with the way the police handred your case?
Were you [Read responsesff
Very satisfied (t) [go to e.11]
Satisfied (2) [go to e. 11]
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (S)
Dissatisfied (4,)

Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7) [go to e.11]
No response (S,) [go to e. j 1]
Not applicable (9)

Qî04. why were you DissatisfiedA/ery Dissatisfie d? [was there
something specific that made you drssafisfied?l

Don't know (77)
No response (S8)
Not applicable (99)

Qx 1. Have you spoken to anyone in the criminal justice system about your case
hesides your initial contact with the police?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.12] Don't know (T)tgo to e.1 2l
No response (S) [go to A. j 2] Not applic able (9)

Victim Services is made up of a number of agencies and programs that provide
crisis intervention and support to victims immediateÇ after the 

"ti*ã. These progr*,
are usually police based.

Qf lA. Have you spoken to Victim Services?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.118] Don't know (7)tgo to e.11Bl
No response (g) [go to e.118] Not applic able (9)

QllAl.Approximately how many times have you contacted VictimServices? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response (SS) Not applicabte (99)

QllAz.Did you find the staff of Victim Services easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (B)
Not appticabte (9)
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Q1143. How_ knowledgeabre was the staff person you dealt with
from Victim Services? Were they /Rea d responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (7)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (S)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (T)
No response (S)
Not applicabte (9)

Q1144. Did the staff from Victim Services satisfactorily answer
your questions and/ or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to ej jA5]Don't know (7) tgo to el 1A5l
No response (8) [go to e.11A5] Not Applicabte (9)

Qî1A4a. were they abre to refer you to someone who
coufd?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know lZ) No response (B)
Not appticabte (9)

Qlî45. overall, how satisfíed were you with the way you were
treated by victim services? were you [Read responsesf?
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (8,)

Not applicable (9)

Crime Victim RÍghts Workers are specialized service providers who have
been providing information, services and support to victíms of Victims' Bill of
Rishts offences since August of 2001 . NBR offences ¡ncùde: -mlãer,
manslaughter, aggravated sexual assault, sexual assault with a weapon,
infanticide, workplace fatalities, criminar negtigence causing death, impaired
operation of a vehicle causing death, dangerous operation of a vehicle
causing death, aggravated assault, assaulting a peace officer or pubtic
officer, discharging a firearm with intent and aftempted murderl.
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QllB. Have you spoken to a Crime Victim Rights Worker?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Q. j 1C] Don't know (T)tgo to e.l l Cl
No response (8) [go to Q. j 1C] Not apptic abte (9)

Q1 l El.Approximately how many times have you contacted a
Crime Victim Rights Worker? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response (SS) Not applicabte (99)

Qlf 82.Did you find the crime victim Rights worker easy to talk
to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (2,) No response (g)
Not applicable (9)

Qr1ffi. How knowledgeable was the crime victim Rights worker
you deaft with? Were they /Read responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (7)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Q1'¡84. Did the crime victim Rights worker satisfactorily answer
your questions andi or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Q1 185] Don't know (T) tgo to e1 1 B5l
No response (8) [go to Q.1185] Not appticable (9)

Q11B4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (Z) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Q1185. Overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by the Crime Victim Rights Worker? Were you [Read
responsesl?
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)
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VictimAffitness Assistance Program offers support services to victims and
witnesses who receive a subpoena to testify in court? [A subpoena is àn
official notice from the court saying you must go to court at a certain time
and date to testifyl.

Q11C. Have you spoken to VictimA¡Vitness Assistance?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e. j 1D] Don't know (7)tgo to e.11Dl
No response (S) [go to e.1 1 D] Not apptic abte (9)

Ql r cl.Approximately how many times have you contacted
VictimÄffitness Assistance? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No r"spon.ã¡gB,) icable (99)

Q,!'¡ cz.Did you find the staff of VictimAffitness Assistance easy to
talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Ql l c3. How knowledgeabre was the staff person you dealt with
from VictimAffitness Assistance? were they fRea d responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (t)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applÍcable (9)

Ql I C4. Did the staff from VictimAffitness Assistance satisfactorily
answer your questions and/ or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e1 1C5]Don't know (7) tgo to e1 1Cíl
No response (B/ [go to e. 1 j C5] Not appticabte (9)

Qî'ÍG4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2,) Don't know (7) No response (B)
Not appticabte (9)
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Qî1G5. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were treated by
VictimÄ//itness Assistance? Were you /Read responses/?

Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 13)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5,)

Don't know (7)
No response (8/
Not applicable (9)

flf male skip to Q11El rhe women's Advocacy program herps women
who are victims of domestic violence where criminal charges laid against
her partner.

QXlD. Have you spoken to the Women's Advocacy program?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Q.11E] Don't know (7)[go to e.|1E]
No response (8) [go to Q.11E] Not applicabte (9)

Ql l Dl.Approximately how many times have you contacted the
Women's Advocacy Program? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response ISS) Not applicable (99)

Ql l Þ2.Did you find the staff from the Women's Advocacy program
easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (B/
Not applicable (9)

Qî1D3. How knowledgeable was the staff person you dealt with
from the Women's Advocacy Program? Were they fRead
responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (l)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Ql1D4. Did the staff from the Women's Advocacy Program
satisfactorily answer your questions and/ or address your
concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Q11D5] Don't know (7) [go to Q11D5]
No response (8,) [go to Q. 11D5] Not applicable (9)
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Q11Ð4.a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (2,) No response (8,)
Not applicabte (9)

Q,f f D5. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by the women's Advocacy program? were you ¡neadresponsesl?
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (S)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)
Not appticabte (9)

The crown attorney is a lawyer who represents the state and prosecutes the criminal case
against the offender.

Q,llE. Have you spoken to the Crown?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.1 1 F] Don't know (T)tgo to e.1 1 Fl
No response (B) [go to e.l I F] Not applic aøte ¡S¡

Ql l El.Approximately how many times have you contacted the
lrown?_[no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response (SB) Not applicable (99)

Qî1E2.Did you find the Crown easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Q11E3. How knowledgeable was the Crown?
Were they /iRea d responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (7)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (S)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)
Not applicable (9)
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Ql l84. Did the Crown satisfactorily answer your questions and/ or
address your concerns?
Yes (t) No (2) fgo to e11E5] Don't know (7) tgo to el1E\l
No response (8) [go to e. 1 I E5] Not applicabte (9)

Q11E4a. Was he/she able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2,) Don't know (Z) No response (g)
Not applicable (9)

Qî1Es. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by the Crown? Were you [Read responses]i 

-

Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2,)

Neither satisfied or dissatistied (S)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5,)

Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not appticabte (9)

Court staffwork in the court office and provide information to victims on court dates.
court security, court records and the refurn of property used as evidence.

Q11F. Have you spoken to court staff?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.1 1 G] Don't know (T)tgo to e.t 1 Gl
No response (8) [go to e.11G] Not appticabte (9)

Q1 l Fl.Approximately how many times have you contacted courtstaff? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response (SS,) Not applicable (99)

Ql I F2.Did you find court staff easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (Z) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)
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Q11F3. How knowledgeable was the staff person you dealt with
from courts? Were they /Read responsesl?
Very Knowledgeable (7)
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3,)

Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (8,)

Not applicable (9)

Q11F4. Did the court staff satisfactorily answer your questions
and/ or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e11FS] Don'r know (7) tgo to el1Fíl
No response (8,) [go to Q. 11F5] Not applicable (9)

Qî1F4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2,) Don't know (Z) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Qx 1F5. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by court staff? Were you fRead responses]?
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (S,)

Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

The Compensation for Victims of Crime Program provides financial compensation for
personal injury resulting from certain crimes occurring within Manitoba.

Qî1G. Have you spoken to the compensatíon for victims of crime
Program?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Q.l 1 H] Don't know (T)[go to e.1 1 H]
No response (8) [go to Q.11H] Not appticabte (9)

Ql l Gl.Approximately how many times have you contacted the
Compensation for Victims of Crime program? [no. of times
contactedl
Don't know (77) No response (SS) Not applicable (99)
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Ql1Gz.D¡d you find the staff from the Compensation for Victims of
Crime program easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (Z) No response (8)
Not appticable (9)

Q11G3. How knowledgeable was the staff person you dealt w1h
from the Compensation for Victims of Crime erográm? Were they
[Read responses/?
Very Knowledgeable (7.)

Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)
Not appticabte (9)

Q11G4. Did the staff from the Compensation for Victims of Crime
Program satisfactorily answer your questions and/ or address your
concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to el1G5] Don't know (7) tgo to ej 1Gíl
No response (S/ [go to e. 1 1G5] Not appticabte (9)

Q1lG4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2/ Don't know (T) No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Q11G5. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treate_d by the Compensation for Victims of Crime Prôgram? Were
you /Read responses/Z
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3)
Dissatisfied (4,)

Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not appticabte (9)

Probation Services is responsible for preparing pre-sentence or pre-disposition reports on
offenders before ajudge passes a sentence.

Q11l-{. Have you spoken to probation Services?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.l1 t] Don't know (7)tgo to e.1 1 |
No response (S) [go to e.1 1 t] Not apptic abte (9)
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Q1î ¡'lf .Approximately how many times have you contacted
Probation Services? [no. of times contacted]
Don't know (77) No response (SS) Not applicable (99)

Q11¡'l2.Did you find the staff of Probation services easy to talk to?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Q11H3. How knowledgeable was the staff person you deart with
from Probation Seruices? Were they [Read responses]?
Very Knowledgeable (1,)

Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3,)

Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Qî 1['14. Did the staff from Probation services satisfactoriry answer
your questions and/ or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to Ql1H5] Don't know (7) [go to el1H5]
No response (B) [go to Q. 11H5] Not appticabte (9)

Q11H4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2,) Don't know (Z) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Qî1¡'15. Overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were
treated by Probation Services? Were you [Read responses]?
Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3)
Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (B)

Not applicable (9)
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Qf 1¡' Have you spoken to anyone else in the criminarjustice
system about your case hesides the people mentioned above?
Yes (1) tplease specifyl
No (2)[go to Q.12] Don't know (T) tgo to e.121
No response (S,) [go to e.1Z] Not applic able (9)

Ql r ¡r.Approximately how many times have you contacted

- 

? 
_ [no. of times contacted]

Don't know (??) N" *rportt" ¡aA,f lVot applicable (gg)

Qî1¡z.Did you find the staff from
talk to?

easy to

Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (Z) No response (B/
Not applicable (9)

Qx 113. How knowledgeable was the staff person you dealt with
from ? Were they /Read responsesl?
Very Knowledgeabte (7/
Knowledgeable (2)
Somewhat Knowledgeable (3,)
Unknowledgeable (4)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)
Not applicable (9)

Q1114. Did the staff from _ satisfactorily
answer your questions and/ or address your concerns?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e11 t5] Don't know (7) tgo to e1 1 tll
No response (8) [go to e. 11t5] Not appticabte (9)

Ql l I4a. Were they able to refer you to someone who
could?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (T) No response (g)
Not applicable (9)
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Q1't !5. overall, how satisfied were you with the way you were treated bv
? Were you [Read responses]?

Very satisfied (1)
Satisfied (2)
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied (3.)

Dissatisfied (4)
Very Dissatisfied (5)
Don't know (T)
No response (8,)

Not applicabte (9)

Q11J. [Total number of contacts made with Criminal Justice personnet_ ]
I am now going to ask you a few more questions about your experiences with the
criminal justice system.

Q12. Did you ask about the status of your case as it went through the criminal
justice system?
Yes (1) No (2,) Don't know (7) No response (s) Not applicabre (9)

Q'f 3' Did you want to be kept informed about the progress of your case while it
was going through the system?
Yes (1) No (2/ [go to Q. j 4] Didn't care (3) [go to e. 1 4]
Don't know (7) [go to e. 14] No response (s) [go to a. 14] Not applicable
(e)

Qî3,4. were you kept informed about the progress of your case?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (T) No response (8,)
Not applicable (9)

Q14. Would you be willing to contact the police for help if you were a victim
again?
Yes (1) No (2) Depends (3) Don't know (Z) No response (B)
Not applicable (9)

Ql5. I'd like you to tell me which of the following best described your
involvement with your case as it proceeded through the criminaljustice
system? Did you have:
Too much involvement(7/
Just the right amount of involvement(2)
Too little involvement(3)
Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicable (9)
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I am now going to ask you to give me your opinion on a number of statements
that relate to your involvement with the court system. I want you to think
carefully about your answers.

Q16. lwas a full participant in the couft proceeding. Do you [Read responsesf,
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3,)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)

Not applicable (9)

Qî7. I was treated fairly by the court.
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)

Not applicable (9)

Do you [Read responsesff

Q18. Ly"r not given a chance to express my concerns to the judge. Do you
[Read responsesfr
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)

Not applicable (9)
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Q19. I was not given an opportunity to particípate in the trial. Do you [Readresponsesfl
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5,)

Don't know (7)
No response (8)
Not applicabte (9)

Q20' My views were made known to the judge before sentencing took place. Do
you [Read responsesf
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S,)

Not applicable (9)

Q21. lf felt that justice was served in my case.
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3)

Do you [Read responsesfl

Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)
Not applicable (9)

Q22' I am dissatisfie_d with my experience with the criminaljustice system to
date. Do you [Read responsesp
Strongly agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neither Agree or Disagree(3,)
Disagree (4)
Strongly disagree (5)
Don't know (7)
No response (S)

Not applicable (9)
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I would now like to ask you a few questions about Victim lmpact Statements.

A Victim lmpact Statement is a written statement that allows you as a victim to
express to the judge at the time of sentencing the emotional, physical and
financial impact that a crime has had on you.

Q23. Had you heard of a Victim lmpact statement before today?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to e.S1] Don't know (7) tgo to e.301
No response (8) [go to e.30] Not appticabte (9)

Q234. People choose to fill out or not fill out a Víctim lmpact Statements
for various reasons. Have you filled one out for this incident?

Yes (1) [go to e2sA2]
No (2) [go to e2SAs]
Don't know (T) [go to e.S1]
No response (8) [go to e.S1]
Not appticabte (9)

Q23A1 Did victim actually fitl out a VtS? (cross check with database) yes (7) No
(2)

Not applicable (9)

Q2342. What was your rnost lmportant reason for filling out a
Victim lmpact statement? [pRoBE: why did you fiil one out?]

Q. 241
[go to

Don't know (77) [go to e. 24]
No response (8S) [go to e. 24]
Not applicable (99)

Q2343. what your rnost irnportant reason for deciding not to fill
out a Victim lmpact statement? [go to e.30] [pRoBE: why didn't
you fíll one out?l

Don't know (77)[go to e.30]
No response (8S,) [go to e.SOl
Not applicable (99)

Q24. Did anyone assist you in filling out your Victim lmpact statement?
Yes (1) No (2,) [go to Q.25] Don't know (7) tgo to e.251
No response (8,) fgo to e.25] Not applicabte (9)
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Q244. Who assisted you?
Don't know (77)
No response (88)
Not applicabte (99)

[please specify]

Q25. were you satisfied with the Victim lmpact statement process?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (z) No response (s) Not applicabte (9)

Q26. Did you read your Victim lmpact statement aloud in court?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (7) No response (s) Not appticable (9)

Q27. Do you think the Victim lmpact Statement helped the court to better
understand how this crime affected you?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (z) No response (s) Not applicabte (9,)

QzS' Would your recommend the Victim lmpact Statement program to others
(including family and friends)?
Yes (1) No (2) Don't know (z) No response (s) Not appticabte (9)

Q29. lf you were a victim of crime again would you complete a Victim lmpact
Statement?
Yes (1) [go to Q.29A]
No (2/ [go to Q.2sB]
Don't know (7) [go to e.S)]
No response (S) [go to e.S1]
Not applicable (9)

Q294. what is the most important reason why you would fill out a
Victim lmpact Statement again? [PROBE: Wasiiere something about the
experience that would make you want to fiil one out agaín?l

[go to Q. 30/
Don't know (77) [go to e. 30]
No response (8S) [go to e. S0]
Not applicabte (99)

Q298. what is the most important reason why you would not fíll out a
victim lmpact statement again? [pRoBE: was- there something about the
experience that would make you not want to fitt one out again?j

Don't know (77)
No response (8S)
Not applicable (99)
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Q30. ls there something the criminaljustice system could have done to make
your experience more satisfactory?
Yes (1) No (2) [go to ASl] Don't know (7) tgo to e.311
No response (S) [go to e.S1] Not applicable (9)

Q304. WhaJ is the most imporfant thing the Criminal Justice System .

could have done to increase your satisfaction? [pRoBE: what
would have made you more safisfied about the-process?l

Don't know (77) [go to Q.31]
No response (8S) [go to e.3l]
Not applicable (99)

I'd like to finish the ínterview by asking a few personal questions about your
background. These are required for statistical purposes to better undeistand
how crime affects different people.

Q31. Sex of respondentldo not askl
Male (1) Female (2) Not appticabte (9)

Q32" What is your date of birth? [record current
agel
No response (888)
Not appficable (999)

Q33. What is your ethnic background? Please pick from the following list fReadresponses/
Aboriginal (1)
Asian (2)
! Black (3)
White (4)
Other [please specify]
Don't know (77)
No response (88)
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Q34. what is your marital status? Are you [Read responsesf
Sinsle (l)
Married (2)
Common Law (S)
Divorced/ Separated (4)
Widowed (5,)

No response (8)
Not applicable (9)

Q35. what is the last grade of school you completed? was it [Read
responsesfr
8th grade or less (7)
Some high school (2)
High school graduate (3)
Some post secondary ft)
Post secondary graduate (5)
Post secondary graduate + (6)
No response (S)
Not applicable (9)

Q36. what is your current employment status? Are you [Read responsesfi
Employed (7)
Student (2)
Homemaker (3)
Unemployed (4,)

Retired (5)
No response (S)
Not applicable (9)

Thank you very much for your willingness to participate in this survey and taking
time to answer these questions. The results will be available in a few months.
Your name and/ or any identifying information will not be included in the final
report.

Are you interested in receiving a copy of the final research findings?
Yes (1) No (2)

lf YES: Can.l have your complete mailing address so that I can send you
a copy? This information will be kept separate from the surveys so that
you cannot be identified.
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APPEhüDåX F'

T'elephone Sunvey

Wåæxaå6øhæ

[¡rtnoductÍo¡a l,etten

DEPARTMENT OF JUST¡GE

Fublic Safety B¡'anch

200 - 379 Broadway
Winnipeg, MB R3C 0T9

Direct Line: 945-4202
Facsimile: 948-2740

Email: lhaldenby@gov. mb.ca

Dear )C(X:

RE: Victim Impact Statement Program

Manitoba Justice is committed to improving services to victims of crime.

One of the services delivered by Manitoba Justice to victims is the Victim Impact
Statement Program. The Department wants to improve this program, and believes
feedback from victims about how satisfied they are with this Program will help.

I am a researcher with Manitoba Justice conducting a study about victim's satisfaction
with the Victim Impact Statement Program. The studyhas two pulposes: 1) it will be
used by the Department to evaluate the Victim Impact Statement Program, and,2) the
results will also be submitted as a Master's thesis to the University of Manitoba.

Manitoba Justice records show that, unforfunately, you were a crime victim and may have
used the Victim Impact Statement Program. This means that you qualify for participation
in the study, if you agree to participate.

The study aims to get feedback from victims who participated in the Victim Impact
Statement Program and from victims who did not use the Program. This information wiil
be used to help make the Victim Impact Statement Program and the criminal justice
program in general more responsive to the needs of crime victims. You do not have to
pafücipate in this study. Your participation is voluntary. You will be receiving a phone
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call within a few weeks further describing this project. You will be asked if you want to
participate in this project. If you agtee, you will be asked some questions about the
experiences you have had as a victim in the criminal justice system. If you say no, then
no questions will be asked and no information about you will be used for the study.

Please note that the Department is concerned about your privacy. The study will not
identify any individuals or personal information about them. Once the study is finished,
the survey used to collect your information will be destroyed. At no time will your name
or other identif,iing information be used.

The personal information that you give for this study will only be used for this study. The
personal information that is given will be protected by the Freedom of lnformation and
Protection of Privacy Act. Any questions you have about the information you will be
gtving or about the study itself can be referred to Leigh Haldenby, Researcher, public
safefy Branch, Manitoba Justice at200-379 Broadway; (204) 945-4202.

Sincerely,

LEIGH HALDENBY
Researcher
Public Safety Branch
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